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A HISTORY AND AN

OREGON LIN1N INDUSTRY
INThODUCTIO

Linen fabrics, yarns, and twines have been a part
of man's culture, preceding and down through the recording of his events. Both the tangible and intangible
aspects of linen have made it a desired commodity by all
classes of people. The tangible qualities of strength,
durability, coolness, absorbaney, and increased beauty
with Use give uniqueness to the fabric or threads. The
intangible qualities of aesthetic appeal through the
senses of sight and touch provide the unseen quality of
linen that has contributed to its choice among the
peoples of the world.
When linen products of Oregon flax began to appear on the market, those who 1ew and appreciated linen
welcomed the goods for its service and bauty as well as
an industry for the State of Oregon. Linen had not been
produced elsewhere. in the United States. Long and firmly
established associations of linen with especially Ireland
and Belgium created certain prejudices in the acceptance
of a linen products created elsewhere than in those
European countries. However, the Oregon linen products
found a ready market. One plant in Salem, Oregon, turned
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out more than $1,000,000 worth of linen rugs a year.
Eigtiteen thousand acres of flax was grown annually in the
Willamette Valley. News stories told of research in all
phases of the linen industry. Oregon became nationally
recognized for the production of linen.
Beginning in the early 1950's articles appeared in
the newspapers indicating trouble in the industry. Cooperative processing plants were closing and the Linen

Thread 0oany retreated east in 1953 to be toUowd by
the Oregon Flax Textile Iivision of Automotive Fiber
Corporation which returned to its California division.
The only locally owned plant remained but a short time
longer. 1955 was the year that the Salem Linen Mill
dissolved its holdings in Salem, Oregon, end the machinery
moved to a small plant in Canby, Oregon.
Oregon had 8OarOOly beoo acquainted with this
new industry, much less investigated its potential. What
had happened? Why bad the industry left the state and
praotXoally deatated? This study is directed to the
answer of those questions.
ose of Study

The purpose of this study is to determine the
factors influencing the development of a linen industry

in the State or Oregon, to ooiile the historioal

background of the industry and to determine the need for
a linen industry in Oregon. Through such study it is

hoped to establish the possibility of an linen industry
in the State or Oregon in the future.
Procedure

This study will be conducted by studying the
history of linen in Oregon through the literature, which
consisted of Government bulletins, theses, newspaper
articles and other publications, end through personal interview of persons associated with the industry and its
development in the past and at the present time. Among
them will be Miss Joan Patterson, an authority on hand
weaving of linen and a contributor to the development oX
the industry; Mr. Tesse E. Eariuond, agricultural engineer
for the United States Department of Agriculture and the
Oregon Experiment Station at Oregon State College, who
has been responsible for the development of machinery for

the industry as well as a producer of linen fabrics;
Doctor Robert Dann, a founder of the Miles Mill in Salem;
Charles MoMeekin, owner and operator of the Oregon Flax
Spinning Mill at Canby, Oregon, the only spinning mill
now on the Pacific Coast; Davis Cordage Coany or
Portland, Oregon, and San rauoisco distributors of
yarns and twines; Charles Kinney, operator of the
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wi.tte Flax Production Plant at Jefferson, Oregon, the
only other flax operation in the State of Oregon; Rutua
ICraxberger, manager of the Cooperative prooeseing plant at
Canby, Oregon; Mr. J. J. Pitzsirnmona, in ohargs of the

flax held at the Stats Penitentiary in Salem, Oregon;
The
ited States Customs office in Portland, Oregon, and
others.
The two plants now in operation were visited to
determine the extent of the production and the outlets of
the industry today.

Y HISTORY 01? FLAX AN]) LINEN IN 0

GON

1805-1900

The birth of the linen industry in Oregon coincided
with the coming of the settlers to the Oregon Territory.

Historians differ as to the origin of flax in Oregon;

some

report wild flax growing in surrounding areas; some re
port the seed carried by the pioneers from their native
states; such as Indiana and Kentucky; others assert that

flax is native to the State of Oregon.
Some of the historical writers who have mentioned
flax and linen in Oregon's early history are Lewis and

Clark, the explorers; P. C. Crawford, the historian;
Sara irsnn, a free-lance writer; Ben Maxwell, newspaper
writer; William N. Lee, historian; Mi's, Neva Merarlan,
daughter of a pioneer; Charles H. Carey, historian;
Joseph Gaston, historian; Mrs. Harriet MacArthur, daughter
of an early United States Senator from Oregon; George H.
Hines, historian; and Herbert Howe Banooft, historian.
eriweatbez' Lewis (75, p. 244) on the 18th of
1805, wrote from the area east of Helena, Montana,
the following:
I have observed for several days a species
of flax growing in the river bottoms the
leaf stein and perioarp of which resembles
the common flax cultivated in the United
States. The stem rises to a height of
about 2-1/2 ft. 3 ft. high: as many as 8
or ten of which proceeds from the same
root. The roots appear to be perennia
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the bark of the stem is thick strong and
appears as if it woul1 make excellent
flax. The SeSdS are not yet ripe but I
hope to have an opportunity of collecting some of them after they are so.
If it should on experimentprove to
yeald good flax and at the same time
admit to being out without injurying

the perennial rott it will be an most
valuable plant, and I think there is
the great probability that it will do
so for notwithstanding the seeds have
not yet arrived at maturity. It is
putting up suckers or young shoots

from the same root and would seem
therefore that those which are fully
grown and which are in the proper

stage of vegitation to produce the
best flax are not longer essential
to the preservation or support of the
root.
On July 23, from the area south of He lena, Montana
Lewis reported finding mature flax seed which be gathered
and preserved. Other accounts of his men mention find-

ing considerable flax and saving the seed.
P. V. Crawford (21, Vol. 12, p. 193), from the
Great Bear Lake area of southeastern Idaho, wrote in his
documents on the 8th of July, 1851: "Here thousands of
acres f rich level land covered with wild flax."
Sara Wrenn (7s) quotes from the diary of Mrs.
Sarah Damon Owen, a pioneer from lentuoky, who, in 1844,

settled at Clatsop (at the mouth of th
River):

Columbia
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This is tine weather for planting. I must
get out my flax seed. ...I out through
the sod with an axe and removed the earth
in squares. Then I cultivated the subsoil
with the hoe and my hands. When thoroughly
pulverized I planted my handful of flax
seed.

Still later: "I never saw such fine flex before though
I've been accustomed to flax-culture all my life," as
she notes that the yield was about a quart of seed,
enough floss to pad two quilts, and a "hank of the finest
fiber ever seen."
This production of flax fiber aroused the interest
of the Clatsop Indians. They were i.resssd with its
great strength as compared with the cedar which they had
been using for twins in making their baskets and fishnets. Mrs. Owen traded the strong linen twine to the
Indians for fish and game.
Ben Maxwell (52) wrItes of Jim Johnson, an immigrant of 1844, who brought flax with him across the

plains and planted it on his claim near Lafayette. His
wife, Juliet Johnson, retted, soutched, and hacklad the
straw by hand and made the fiber into towels and domestic
linens on her loom.
William N. Lee (47, p. 38) reports in the sane
year, 1844, of Mrs. John Kirlcwood successfully growing
flax near Tualatin in Washington County. She also
processed the flax by hand, spun and wove the fiber into

a

clothing arid household linen.
The next account of growing flax and producing a
fabric is tolil by Mrs. Neva MoFarlan (54) of Corvallis.
Mrs. MoFarlan's mother, Mrs. Henry Dunn, in preparation
for her marrieg planned her wardrobe to include three
new dresses; one, her wedding dress to be made of
calico (a new fabric on the market then). This fabric
was 27 inches wide and sold for 75 cents a yard. A second

best dress to be made of silk, costing 50 cents a yard;
and the third dress, for winter wear, was of a fabric she
produced and called "linsey-woolsey" (Fig.l) which contamed a 50-50 mixture of linen and wool. Mrs. Dunn
raised both the wool and linen herself. She planted,

ratted, and flayed the flax; raised the sheep, sheared,
carded, and spun the yarns. Pollowing these steps, she
dyed the yarns by using walnut, hickory, and oak bark
and blue dye yeast to obtain the colors she desired. In
her next step, she wove the fabric, making it 36 inches
wide on her boA. Part of the linen was woven into
sheets, these she blsaob3d after weaving.
Charles H. Carey (7, p. 683) writes:
It was discovered not only that

certain varieties of flax were
indigenous but that the rich soils
of the valley ware capable of the
production of an excellent fiber,
so that linen became to no

9

"linsey-woolsey"

-

.'

Fig. 1
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inconsiderable extent an article of
honie manufacture, some time prior
to the introduction of modern

machinery.

The Oregon Historical Society has recorded Mrs.
MacArthur's letter to the Oregonian in 1911, in which Bbs

tells of finding wild flax growing six miles from Walla
Walla, Washington. This was the nearest point to Oregon
that wild flax bad been reported.
Mrs. MacArthur's enthusiasm for flax growing
carried over from her childhood when her father raised

flax in Polk County and sold. the seed to the Pioneer Oil
Company of Salem, which was the first business venture
concerned with flax in Oregon.
X wish to add my personal plea for
the culture of flax. Some day it will
grow again, iuore vigorous and abundant

under intelligent cultivation.
Mrs. MacArthur also held the belief that the Indians used
linen thread which she explained: (5, Vol. 12, p. 119.)
The Wasco, Klickitata, Warm Springs,
Cayuse, Uwatilla and other tribes
understood in a crude manner, the
processing of flax because of bags
which these Indians made.

George H. Hines (35, Vol. 12, p. 119) writes for
the Oregon Historical Society on the raising of flax in
1845 by John Kellin, a pioneer of Clackamas County, living a few miles east of Hubbard, Oregon. His wIfe made
towels and bsdtiokiug of the fiber.
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Joseph Gaston (28, Vol. 1, p. 540) records in The
nial History of Oregon 1811-1912, an account of the
t business venture connected with flax and the

recognition of its value as a fiber by stating that flax
culture as a business began in Salem, Oregon, in 1865 when
Joseph Holman, a pioneer Salem business man and antra-

prneur associated with L. . Pratt and other local business people, established the Pioneer Oil Company of Salem.
The principle purpose of this mill was to manufacture
linseed oil. The Pioneer Oil Company gave flax seed to

the farmers of the area to interest them in growing flax
seed for tIie mill. Besides the production of linseed
oil, the mill produced oil cakes from the waste and
supplied the farrs with these for cattle teed. The oil
cakes were found to be most valuable for young stock.
(Harriet MacArthur)

Bancoft (2, Vol. 2, p.

737)

tells of the Pioneer

Oil Ôornpany of Salem:

The company was incorporated in
Their maobnery,
having a capacity of crushing
30,000 bushels of seeds per annum
was shipped around Cape Horn and

November 1866.

since 1867 the Pioneer 011 Mill
has been running its capacity being
increased to 60,000 bushels. Tow
for upholstery was made at this
.stablistunent.
The fiber of Oregon Flax is very
fine and strong, with a peculiar
silkiness which makes it equal to

beat used in manufacture of

ii linen.
Banooft also states that flax is native to Oregon.
It has long been own that flax was
a native product of Oregon. It was
discovered by experiment that the
cultivation of it was favored by the
soil and climate.
Another historian to make this claim was Charles H.
Carey in his General History of Oregon (p. 696) says
Lewis and Clark found the Olatsop Indians using fish line
made from the fibers of wild flax and were told the
Indians obtained them through barter with their neighbors
east of' the Cascades. Upon searching the Original Journals of Lewis and Clark, no mention was made to this
account but cedar bark and a wild grass they called
grass".
These claims are not held to be true by the agri

oulturista of this
It was not until ten years later that another step
toward the development of an Oregon linen industry was
made. In 1876, flax grown by Mr. Miller, a farmer near
Turner, In Marion County, was exhibited at the Centennial
zposition at Philadelphia. It received the bronze medal

award and a certificate or merit from a group of ten
Judges who gave the award on the basis of its extraordinary
length, superior gloss and silky finIsh. (3, p. 12).
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This recognition gave impetus to the growing of flax in
Oregon as evidenced by the accounts that followed.
Attracted by the Centennial honor, the Barbour
family, founders and owners of the Linen Thread Company

of Ireland sent two experts to Oregon to raise flax. The
experts were successful in growing flax over a two-year
period, but a fire destroyed their crop as it awaited
shIpment. This misfortune terminated the Barbeur Interest
in growing flax in Oregon.

Historians believe that the establishment of the
first flax spinning mill at Albany, Oregon, in 1877, was
the result of the Philadelphia CentennIal award. (1, p.
42)

The Albany City Directory gives this Information on

the first spinning mill in the state:
Perhaps the most important or all our
factories or mills are the West Ooast
Flax Mills, owned by H. L Crane, and
located on the river bank in the lower

part of the city, adjoining the
Farmers Warehouse,

These mills manu-

taoture salmon net twine, shoe threads,
baing twine, etc. of a quality which
cannot be excelled and is rarely equal
anywhere, always bringing the very
highest price in the market. A great
deal of machinery is necessarily used,

which furnishes employment for about
twelve men and twenty girls when in
operation. These mills were built last

year and were running constantly until
a short time after the holiday, when
they shut down for want of wax, but will
resume work agaIn as soon as the next
crop is marketed. This factory in our
midst opens up a new industry for the

14

farmers of the surrounding country

that of flax raising and the indications
are that they will not be slow to improve
the opportunity. It is tbou&ht that
atter the present season there will be
such an abundance of flax grown in this

locality that the mills will not only
continue in operation the entire year
but will have to jncraase capacity.

s stifieant to note the value placed on this
industry and its potential visioned at this early period
in the history of the State of Oregon. Reports show the
mill's output was around 5,000 pounds of linen produots
par month.

The flax was grown in Linn County by t6flaflt

farmers who worked on a third share basis, while the mill
owner received the remaining two-thirda of the crop.

The

fiber sold for 36 cents a pound and the seed $45.00 an
acre. pparently the seed was contracted t or in the

field prior to harvestIng. The mill was reported to have
made a yearly profit of about $9,000.

Markets for the

thread and twins were readily found in Oregon1 Washington,

and CalIfornia. The success of this first mill encouraged

later interest in the linen industry. This original
Oregon linen m.tU is reported to have burned several years

after its establishment, and lack of capital prevented its

re-eatablishnt. Yire has been an enemy of the industry
because of the high combustibility of the product.
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THE EARLY ORGANXZATION OF FLAX CULTU

ROCESSING

1900-1.925

During the next fifteen years, flax was

grown in

Oregon only for seed, and the fiber-containing straw was
burned.

However, interest in growing flax for the fiber

and the developnt of an industry was not dead. National and local people were aware or the potential for this
industry in Oregon.

Nationally, the United States Department of Agriculture, through its Secretary, Mr. Morten, saw a pos-

sibility for the crop and urged the far.ra of Oregon to
diversify their wheat crops with flax.

This information

was published in 1895 in the United States Department of

Agrioulture Farm Bulletin No. 27,
in the Department's Yearbook of

and the urge repeated

1897.

Locally, that same year, 1897, the Oregon Agriculture Experiment Station at Corvallis, Oregon, published its first bulletin on flax, Bulletin 43, "flax
Culture", by Hiram Taylor French.

This publication evi-

danced the btrth of research in the state on flax.

Civic interest in a linen industry was spear-

headed by Mrs. William P.

Lord, wife of Governor Lord.

Mrs. Lord came to Oregon in 1880 from Boston, Massachus-

etts, where she was a descendent of early colonial flax

growers (', p. 6).

Mrs. Lord's interest was aroused by
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the Philadelphia Centennial award and her foresight for an
industry brought about by her tire t-band knowledge of the
state institutions where she sew a two-told possibility-employment for the inaate o the state penitentiary and

birth of a state industry, utilizing an agricultural
resource.
Mrs. Lord began her crusade for an Oregon linen industry in Salem, where she interested prominent people of
the community into forming an organization to roster this
industry. From Salem, Mrz. Lord's c;eign spread to
Portland where she talked before the Chamber of Commerce
of that city and the newly formed qomen's Club.
The Portland Won's Club was an organization of
around ninety prominent Portland women. This group

rallied to the aid of :s. Lord's tlx movement and called
a special meeting of the Club on March 5, 1897, at which
time a board or eight directors was named to choose officers
for the new organization to be called ThThe Women's Flax
Fiber Association of PortlandN. The directors obo8en sre:
Mrs. Wtlliam P. Lord, Mrs. J. C. Card, Mrs. J. W. Wallace,
Mrs. C. E. Sitton, Mrs. F. Eggert, Mrs. Henry Yinhard,
Mrs. Wessinger, and Ruth F. Rounds. These directors
elected Mrs. H. L. Pittocic as president; Mrs. C. P.
Summers as secretary, and Mrs. J. C. Card as treasurer.
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The Women's Flax Fiber Association formed

corpora-

tion and sold stook in order to raise capital to start
the Industry. Stock was sold at $10.00 a share in hopes
of raising l0,00O with a needed 5,0O0 uecuesry before
their work could begin at helping the farmers to buy
seed end to purchase machinery for a processing plant.
The first one hundred shares were purohasad by Mr's. Henry

Gorbett, a member of one of Portland's established

families, on April 10, 1897. Other shares were bought by
many of the leading people of that city, including such
Dr. A. . Rocky,
Misses Fatling, Hz's. Jeanette Meter, R. S. Wallace, Dr.
J. R. Cerdwell, A. and Sally Bush, Benry Weinherd, Mrs.
H. L. Pittook, Mrs. Ben Selling, J. C. Ainswortb, Peter
well known names in the State as:

Frederickson and many more too numerous to list, but of
historical prominence Many business firms of Portland
also contributed to the founding of the industry, some
or theau

General £leotrio Company,

Bank, Lipian,

Tb. First National

Olfa and Company, Honays*sn Hardware,

Southern Pacific Railway, and others. (70b ' 5
Sec. 16).
The monsy raised through stock sales was used to
loan to farmers around 3alem for the purchase of flax
seed so that an industry could be established. Machinery
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and equipment were also purchased and installed at the
State Penitentiary in Salem, Oregon. ambers ot the
Women's Flax Fiber Assoolatton are reported to have taken

turns supervising the processing of the flax at the beginning of this operat!on at the penitentiary. on June
6, 1902, the annual stockholders' meeting wan called b
President, Mrs. H. L Pittock, at her he, now the site
of the Pittook Block in downtown Portland. At this meeting, all the work or the Association was shown and the
statement made that no part of the world could surpass
Oregon flax in quality, the olimate was ideal for growing
flax, but that experienced labor, machinery, and equipment were much needed and that the property ot the
Women's Flax Fiber Association would be turned over to

the state, including the following:
Artiol
50 tons of flax straw, under cover near the
penitentiary and 30 tons in brick mill
at *35.00 per ton . . . . . . . . . .
1 ecutoli mill
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2towbsatars
. , . . . .
. . . . . . . .
2 hackle
lamalltbresber
60 bushels Dutch and rye seed . . . . . .

U

lbrakomaohine........,......
.

...............

.
,

2rettingtanks...............
Total value

*2,800
400
300
90
5

120
5

1'5
$3,895
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Effort as well as money was pledged and given to further

production of linen in the State or Oregon. The Oregonian
press, the largest newspaper in the state, gave the flax
industry movement much publicity which spread far and beyond the borders of the state. A communication to the
Oregonian from Henry Krotz of Walla Walla, Washington,
on March 14, 1897, reported the content of a clippIng sent

to him by the Belfast News of Ireland:

"We are becoming

greatly interested in the subject of flax culture and read
your articles on the subject with keen interest."
Mrs. 0. N. Denny, a mber of the .omeu's Flax
fiber Association, who lived near Lafayette, Oregon,
planted some fiber flax seed. She sent the straw from
the seed to Belgium, in 1900, where it was processed,

spun, woven Into fabric from which napkins were made and
diatriuted to the board members of the Association as
souvenirs of the quality of Oregon linen.

Mrs. Lord's activities carried her near and far
In her effort to produce linen products in the Willamatta
Valley. While on a trip to Europe she visited the famed
Courtrai linen area of Belgium with the purpose of gaining information that she could bring back to Oregon.
She was told that the secret of Belgium linen was held
in the soft water of the River Lys which was used in the
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retting process. Knowing the softness of the Willamette
Valley waters, Mrs. Lord came home more confident than
ever in the succe of linen production in Oregon. The

softness of water is one of the contributors of suooess
ful retting, but niany other factors are involved in the
production of a fine linen fabric.
Another early advocate of a linen industry in
Oregon was ugone Bases, a Belgian, living in the Salem
area, Mr. Bosse worked diligently in the early 1900's
to promote extensive planting of flax and the developm.ent of an industry. Mr. Bosse recognized the favorable

climate and growth possibilities of the area. His
efforts received little encouragement, and his hoped for
private industry was wiped out by tire in 1904, when his
Scotch Mill burned, destroying hIs tla as well.
It is reported that the infant Industry received
orders from Europe that It was unable to fill, What
fiber was produced and processed was arketsd in the
east. Limited resources prevented the. growth of the

industry at thls tI, and neither local capital nor
eastern money could be Interested in investing on
speculation of this agricultural crop. Other factors
were needed also; namely, experienced technicians. As

the result of these two principle factors, the lack of

2].

capital and experienced technicians, the flax operations
in Oregon ceased until 1915.
In 1915 the State Legislature caine to the rescue
of the flax growers of Oregon by appropriating 5O,OOO
for the construction of a processing plant at the State
Penitentiary in Salem. This legislation was influenced
by the interest of Governor amss Withycombe in flax
growing as a means or more fully utilizing th agrioultur
a). resources of the State,
The flax processing plant was intended to have a
three-fold purpose: to provid.o ratting, soutohing, and
marketing facilities for the flax growers; to pro'vide
employment for the inmates of the penitentiary; and to
have the State provide leadership in developing an Oregon
flax industry. This plant was known as the State flax
Industry. The initial purchase of machinery and equip-

ment coupled with the many additional expenses encounterad in a new business necessitated additional appropria-

tions for the State to keep te plant in operation for
its first eight years of existence. In 1923 the State
flax Industry bseaiae a self-supporting enterprise for
the state. This processing plant offered the flax
growers their only facilities and market for their flax
crop.

This factor later presented the basis

fox'
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dissattstaotion of the growers, but at this time it allowed flax to be a farm crop in the State,
Many problems arose in these early days of the flax
industry, aung them were three crippling tires which
nearly wiped out the investment made by the State Legislature. The handicap of band labor made the prooessing
slow and tedious. There were many prejudices to be
overcome. Farmers had to learn successful growing of
flax, and a vast amount of owledge was needed in the
processing end of the industry, all of which took years
to overcome and en expenditure of much capital without
any profitable returns, This fact was recognized along
with the potential of the industry by men who kept the
new enterprise alive in Oregon; such national leaders as
David F. Houston, the Secretary of Agriculture in Washington, D.C., who wrote the following letter to Senator
Chamberteon of Oregon:

The numerous smell crops of fiber
flax grown in the vietnity of Salem
during the past fifteen years has
demonstrated that the conditions of
soil and climate in the Willamette

Valley are especially suited for the
production of flax fiber and with the
present demand of flax fiber conditions seem to be partiouar1y favorable
for the establishment of the industry
In that new locality. This department
will gladly aid, so tar as possible in
developing the enterprise along conservative lInes. (8, Vol. 4, p. 140).
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8everal problems conranted the far r who were
attei*pting to grow flax. One problem was learnIng how to
grow quality and quantity straw through their ability to
recognize suitable soil; optimum time of harvest; harvesting processes; and weed control. These problems and
the lack of an assured price for his crop made flax
growing a pioneering enterprise for the farmers brave
enough to undertake the venture.
With agricultural research only beginning, an mny
teraera operating on the trial and error method, a good
foundation for a flax industry was neither easily nor
quickly developed. Many farmers lost money and effort resulted in discouragement that was often passed on to newcomers interested in this new farm crop.
Long, tedIous hours were spent In weeding the
fields that are now controlled through preparation of the
seed bed and sprays. Hand harvesting was another slow
process. It took an unskilled laborer eight days to pull
one acre of flax. The flax growers lacked necessary information on harvesting which would result in a superior
qualIty of fiber. Harvest time was more or less determined by general appearances without actually owing the
stage of growth at which the fiber was at its best.
The financial end of flax growing from the
farmers' point of view presented an unsatisfactory
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tuation. Their one outlet, tho state prison plant, gave
them an arbitrary fixed price of '40 an acre for theIr
flax in the year 1915. The "letting' of agreements by
the State, which allowed a grower to plant a certain
amount of flax for the year, was also a limiting factor
to the farmers' income. This limitation was necessary and
determined by the amount of straw the prison processing
plant could handle for the year, but the farmers wantod to
raise a crop that would yield them some financial security.
Dissatisfaction of this limiting financial factor
resulted in the mounting interest of the flax growers to
establish private or farmers' cooperative processing
plants so that they might process and control their own
product. From 1915 to 1936 many attets were made, but
with little success. The first plant was established in
1923 at Turner, Oregon. It remained in operation for a
period of one year. This atte'!t ended any noticeable
effort by the early growers to enter the processing field
until 1936.
The processing plant established through the
efforts of the Women's Flax Fiber Association, Governor
Ithyooznbe, the State Legislature's 5O,OQO appropriation,
aid others was governed by the State Board of Control

located at the State Penitentiary in Salem.
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Machinery was at a premium and inadequate; the first
pieces were those turned over by the Women's Flax Fiber

Association. AU of the processes, except the soutching,
were done by the hand labor of the prisoners. This slow
method nieant that each year's crop was processed the
following year.

Lee (47, p. 40) reports that the industry had a
row market for its fIber at this t iuie Bowever, the
prison flax processing plant did verify the theory that
properly processed flax could find a ready market, and
more rettiug and soutohing plants were needed in the 5tate.
The establishment of the Oregon Flax Industry did

help to utIlize the State's agricultural resources and
provide an occupation for the State's prison inmates.
The fact had been established that a market for fiber
flax existed and that low coat prison labor (25 cents to
50 cents per day) out down prooeasing coats. WIth the
numerous expenses involved in setting up a flax process-

ing plant at the State Penitentiary, additional state
appropriations were necessary until 1923, at which time
the plant became self-supporting.
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THE DELOPMCNT OF TEE OREGON LINEN INDtJTRY

1925-1940

The steady interest in growing flax by the farmers
of the Wi13.arnette Valley was increased with the i.ortation of the Ve8aot pulling machine from Canada (64, p.17)
in 1923. This development heralded the first mechanization for the flax growers and provided increased interest
for other farmers to enter this phase of ricu1ture.
Increased flax acreage called for additional processing
equipment, as well as a market for tb fiber, and an

accelerated interest in the industry for the state.
Since the burning o the early thread and twine
mill at Albany, during the early 1900's, Oregon had lack

ed spinning facilities necessary to the completion of the
fiber for use.
With increasing amounts of fiber flax being grown
and processed in the il1ametto Valley, business men of
the area became aware of a need and the potential of flax
as a full-process industry for the state. Mills we
needed to use the fiber and out down manufacturing ex-

panses incurred by shipping the fiber to the east coast
for spinning and manufacturing. Both local and outside
interest was present and opposition a wall.
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svinnin Mills for' Oregon flax
Local business men of Salem and Portland began

promotions for two mills. The first was instigated by
B. 0. Miles, a Salem citizen whose interest was in the
linen twine business.
B. 0. Miles, a Salem resident of long standing, and
retired from the lumber business in Salem, became interest
ed in linen manufacturing in Oregon because of family ties
with the famous Richardson Linens of Northern Ireland and
the possible fish twine manufacturing. tr. Miles, his
son'tn-law Robert U. Bairn, and other family members toured
the European linen centers to gain ftrat"hand knowledge of

the industry for a period of seysral years. Robert lDann
attended technical school in Belfast f or one year where he
studied machinery and its operation. One hundred pounds
of Oraon flax was taken along and given to the European
flax expar'ts of Belgium, Francs, Scotland, Ireland and
Great Britain.
Spinning machinery for the Salem linen mill was
purchased from Fairlain Lawson, Comb., Barbour Company
in Belfast and shipped by water to Portland, Oregon, by
way of the Panama Canal. From Portland the spinning
maohaery was railroaded to Salem wbere the Miles family,

under the direction of a representative of the
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manufacturers sent from Belfast, assembled it.
Two Irishmen were engaged by the Miles family while

they were in Ireland to manage the operation in the Oregon
plant * Mr Thomas was foreman, and Mr 'Neal a me chant o.

Thu first spinning at the Miles' mill took place
4th of uly in 1925, and continued under this
mont and. ownership until 1928. Fish twine and shoe

thread were the principal products.
A number of conditions contributed to the liquida-

tho Miles' family interest in the mill, but
competition from the Barbour Cosany on the
East Coaat, which dropped the prIce of fish twine one
dollar per pound and made It I i' 088 Ibis for the Miles
Company to manufacture their leading product. An attempt

to establish a shoe thread business with the leading shoe
factories in the nation fell through from lack of
protion and an inferior product that resulted from overretting at the penitentiary processing plant. This matter
was un1own at the time of introduction, and remedied
through testing of al.l fiber from the penitentiary and
orting Belgium flax, but too late to save the businea
the family.
Following the 1owrin,g of fish net twine price,
the Barbour Cos any bought into the Miles mill through
Thomas Eay, who bought the stoc1 at 25 cents on
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dollar end sold it to Barbour at 3l.25 on the dollar (21).
Mr. Mtlea raised 15O,Q00 for a mill. Of that amount, he
invested $50,000; a prominent banker, $25,000, and
$75,000 was subscribed by local citizens of the area

(9, Vol. 4.], p. 30).
The second mill 'was the interest of several other
local people in Salem, Thomas Kay, State Treasurer en4
the son or the founder of the Oregon woolen mill industry,
subscribed 5,0OO; Julius Meter, President of Meter and
Frank Coeny, Portland, pledged 10,OOO. Other Salem
people pledged $300,000, and Portland people, *175,000.

ieelings ran high on the mill issue. While some were
pledging financial support and giving their time and
effort to promoting the industry, others were more
cautious and skeptical. The twact of the two opposing
forces may well be considered in the final analysiø.
Civic Inte'

a Oregon Linen indus t

7

The need existed for ooiuetent management of the
industry--for both the manufacturing and processing
divisions This matter was approached through a
machinery salesman from Toronto, Canada, Colonel W.
Bartrarn. Colonel Bertram interested D. M. Sanson,

president of Dominion Linens, Ltd. of Toronto, Canada;
vice-president of Donogal Linen Mills of Lookport,
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New York, and other financial interests, in the manufacturing end of the new Oregon nduatry. Colonel Bartram received the position of manager of the processing end which

save him the title of manager of the State Linen Industry.
During the months of April and May, 1925, The Oregon
Voter, published by C. C. Chapman in Portland, came forth

with a number of artioles pertaining to the organtzation
of the industry. From the April issue of the Voter
(9, Vol. 41, p. 29), Mr. Chapman quote. the Salem Capital
Journal on April 11: "A committee of Salem business man
appointed by the Salem Commercial Club has made a faorable report on the plan for financing a new *600,000

linen mill through the sale of preferred stock."

"Mr.

I). L Sanson of Toronto, Canada, has agreed to purchase
a minimum of 50,O0O worth of stock." . *
Arrangements were made to the effect that Mr.

would purchase the site, supervise the erection of the
building, purchase and install all the machinery, and,
under direction of the board, supervise the operation
of the mill.
The April 18, 1925, issue (10, Vol. 41, p. 24-26)
of the Oregon Voter gave the editor's analysis of the
linen mill financing thus:

It production of flax in Oregon and the
conditions of the linen markets in the
world today make it certain that the
operation of such a mill making the
courser grades of linen fabric, toweling
and lines of damask, would be profitable,
it is reasonable to suppose that it would
not be necessary to seek eleven times as
much opital from the public as the

proters of the project themselves are
willing to risk.

That several big firma dealing in or
financially interested in processing and
weaving are capable of capitalizing on
the Oregon yield is aiitXcant but not
surprising.
The assumption that private eastern
oapttal would be willing to enter the
field unaided is substantiated by the
extent they have depended upon the
Japanese production of flax fiber.
Imported at high tariff but apparently
profitable because it continues.
A large eaatxn buyer came out to buy a
large tonnage of flax at the penitentiary
(not yet sold). Th. fact that be did not
get the flax only goes to prove that
there is a very active demand for flax.
I so, and if Oregon can manufacture at
a profit is it not unlikely that those
possibilities would have attracted a
manufacture for the profit. Evidently,
the manufacturing has not yet reached
the stage where it can be classed as an
investment. Conditions exist which make
it speculative.
Conflicting attitudes toward the development o
linen industry axe evidenced in the above statements.
The Oregon promoters of the industry wished to control
the industry in their state rather than permit outside
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eontro. that a greater percentage of invested capital
would ins

Advice from a Belfast manufacturer stated that
Oregon lacked standardization cl their product; that flax
was not a natural crop of the Willaniette Valley, the

farmers therefore knew little about it, that they needed
to know grades, qualities, methods of care in growing and
care in harvesting. Above all they needed to standardize
grade and quality. Standardtzation was also needed in the
intermediate steps, In the ratting and scutching. So of
those statements appear to point out to the Oregon industry
some of the conditiona that needed remedying, while others
had no sound basis.
Another complaint at this time was that the state

was actually subsidizing the flex processing at the
penitentiary, the low wage of 40 cents to 50 cents per
day was paid the convicts, and that such a wage made
private ooetition impossible, yet such plants were
necessary for an Industry. Had recognition of subsidies
In the cotton Industry in particular been made at this
ti, possibly one less hurdle would have existed.
Competition with the penitentiary workers seemed to have

little influence on private processing labor later also.
What appeared to be a case for private processing
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plants was the tarr's position in marketing his flax
orop, without which the industry could not exist. The
farmers lied for some time been dissatisfied with the

limitations of the one outlet for flax. Their justification was based upon: uncertainty of price, limitations
by the stats of the amount of flax it would take from the
farrs, plus the heavy investment necessary for a pufling machine. On the other hand, the sta wis limited to
the amount of flax it could purchase by the processing
facilities that it had and, according to Chapman, the size
of the state revolving fund which be says was based upon

politics.
Further argument against development of the industry
by adding a second mill was aroused through suggestions

that Mr. Miles, the first mill owner, had contracted the
state's entire output of raw flax. Oriental flax could
be imported but connections with the Orient were
difficult to make and doubtful. Therefore, the second
mill venture was a doubtful one.
Mud slinging grew worse, and personalities became

targets 01' character and integrity questioning. european
advice added little encouragement. tames Kaebte of
i3elThst, a large manufacturer of linen mill machinery,
stated that Oregon should plant large acres of flax,
using the beat seed available and the variety best suited
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to the climate and soil of the region, then organize a
oo*any or oouenj.ee to buy the flax from the growers
and prepare it so that it could be used by the mum al'-.
ready lxi operation in various parts of the world. The
value of this advice would seem questionable, and further
knowledge of the uropaan practices could well account

for its disinterest with Oreonjans, The following state
mont says:

Parliament, subsidized the growing induatry through various channels
principally through the Linen Board of
Belfast which offers bounties for
export. Bounties were paid the
erection of spinning mills at so much
per spindle. m.lementa and machinery
were bought and distributed often not
with Justice. (64, p. 37).
Since Mr. lachie manufactured linen mill machinery
and erected spinning and weaving mills al). over the world
as well as balng a prominent figure in the linen weaving
industry in Scotland, machinery erected in a country
which paid no bounty would seem less profitable and a
threat to his home industry. Kachie also expressed the
opinion that Oregon's flax was both insufl'iàient and
improperly prepared on which to run a mill and that be
did not believe that the venture could be a success.

(U, Vol. 41, p. 31).
On the opposite side of the question of a second
mill for the Salem flax growing area, T. A. Livealey, a
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Salem eapitaliat and hop grower and one or the men Xnstru
xnntal in getting Mr. Sanson to come to Oregon, answered
Chapman with the following information. wo hundred and
seventy-eight people of Salem had subscribed to stock in
the second mill, showing that they considered the investment a sound business venture with the possibility

of a large agricultural industry which seems a natural
potential because of the state's assets or suitable
climate, soil and adequate land. Livesley went on to
point out the need of industry in the state to replace
the loss of its natural resources; narrely, timber, but
also suiall agricultural crops, such as hops, of which
160,000 bales were grown at one time. The hop industry
was taken away by adverse legislature according to

L1.vesley, with a loss of millions of dollars of private
and foreign oapit1. Livealey pointed out a number of
agricultural ventures suggested by the press that had
faild. "Natural resources are going out of the state at
the rate of sixty-six million per annum", stated Liveslay
(11, Vol. 41, p. 2). Other facts on which he based his
plea for the linen industry included: the federal protective tariff on linen ranging from 35 to 50 per cent
which would give stability to the industry, the fact that
Oregon could grow quantities of very fine tber flax, a
man who b'ew the manufacturing end of the business could
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be persuaded to invest and manage the business, retting
and acutohing problems could be overcome, proper management from the financial and manufacturing ends were

possible, and the holdIng of threefourths of the 000n
stock by Oregon men gave control of the Industry, at all
times, to the people of Oregon. In addition, the contract
with M. Sanson called for hIs making good the $600,000
o' preferred stock at 7 per cent Interest. (11, Vol. 41,
p. 29). Evidence seems sound from these atatemsnts that
a linen industry was needed and could be successful if

ned out as suggested.
Another identif led writer to the Oregon Voter
(12, Vol. 11, p. 16) brought out the point of variation
in moisture distribution in the Willamette Valley from one
year to another. The variation of moisture would result
in a variatIon of fIber length and make the investment in
machinery for long line fiber questionable because, toUow
lug a dry year, the long line fiber machinery would stand
idle. With a *250,000 to $500,000 inveat:nt in this
type of machinery, the industry could not afford such a
less which would be likely unless Irnigat ion could be
developed to control moisture distribution. Here,
scientific irrigation would be needed because of the short
root system of the flax plant which must get Its sustenance from the first three inches of soil and can be
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drowned out by sub-irrigation.
Disease dangers were another point of considera-

tion. Pr1narily flax wilt, a disease prevented by treating the seed wtth formaldehyde, but, unless treated, this
could be the ruination of an entire crop.
Despite the opposition, the two linen mills were
established, the Miles Mill in 1925 and the second mill,
called the Salem Linen Mill, in 1926. The ilee mill
spun htgb grade fish net twine, shoe thread, other linen
yarns and threads; bleached and unbleaobed. The Salem
Linen Miii specialized in yarns for woven goods. From the
beginning, these mills were faced with inauttioient
capital and lack of expert management. In 1928 th3
management of both mills was taken over by Thomas B Kay,

who had been instrumental in accomplishing the establishment of the second mill and who was Secretary of the
State of Oregon. (13, Vol. 53, p. 185).
Other problems also arose. Among them was the
buoking of a world market controlled by Ireland and
Belgium flax which could be produced with less cost because of the low economic standards that exist for labor
in those countries. The Oregon mills also had to coitaet5
land manuwith the long established foreign and New
facturing companies which had. remained in one family's
management for decades and had become experts in all the

phases of the flax business. To offset this problem,
Oregon imported experienced Irish, French and Balgian
supervisors. The Oregon industry still lacked a footing

In the market place, solid support at home, and

£IUaIZCI&I

backing.

Operation ot th6 Stat

1926-1930

the designing of the flax plant at the penitentiai'y and to help
in the development of the industry agriculturally and
mechanically. He was also the manager of the State flax
Industry.
The State Flax Industry, located at the State
Penitentiary in &alem, was controlled by the Oregon State
Board of Control, tinder Colonel Bertram's management a
considerable amount of control existed as be states:
"The growing or flax in Oregon is absolutely under control
Colonel W. 13. Bertram was chosen to help

in

In every particular." (3, p. 25).
The following controls were established by the
State Flax Industry: control of the price paid the
grower; control of the amount of acreage planted each
year; control of the methods of planting, growing and

harvesting.

Prior to this organization, the prices paid the
growers had varied and resulted in dissatisfaction among
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them.

Jpon organization of the State 'lax Industry,

prices were uniform and paid on a given amount per acre
to the growel'. However, the price based on acreage was

recognized as faulty and later changed due to the fact that
a wide variation in yield existed, sometimes as high as 2
tons per acre The average yield throughout the Willamette
Valley was 2 tons of flax per acre, but often three tons
per acre and more was produced1

Each year's acreage was eetited the preoe&
fall by the Board of Control and the amount divided amo

he flax districts in accordance with the district's
allotment, To begin to raise flai, a. farmer bad to make
application to the Board of Control. If be laoked ear-

isnce or success in a previous attempt at growing flax,
be was oarefully examined before reoeivtng a contract
whIch allowed him only a limited acreage.
All of the flax crops were inspected during the
growing period and graded before pulling. A grade certificate was issued at this time, subject to change when
the seed and straw were delivered to the processing
plant. At the time of delivery to the planS, full payment was made by the $tate less charges for seed, lime,
stock feed, and possible parts for the machinery the
farmer may have purchased during the year (3, p. 28),
The following chart taken from Flax Fibre in
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Oregon by Colonel W. B. Bertram shows the amounts paid

the flax growers in the state for the years 1915, 1916,
1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, and 1930 a recorded at
the state office of the State Flax Industry.
Money P*l

1915 . . . .
1916 . . . .
1925 . . . *
1926 . . . .

*

8,308.57

12p342e68

83,848.14
88,394.93

to Flax (roera
3.927 . .

.

. $132,545.25

. . .
. . .
. . .

138,711.46
215,498.30
U.Q36.2

Total ..........

99O,665.56

1928

1929 .
1930 .

These figures give some idea of the growth picture during
this period between 1915 and 1930. Figures were unobtainable for the years 1917 to 1925.

icultural Deveoment of the State Flax
Industry. Colonel Bertram, in 1927, brought from Sootland eighty pounds of pure strain pedigreed flax seed.
This seed was multiplied each year until, in 1930, enough
seed had accumulated to plant 1,550 acres at the rate or
eighty-five pounds of seed per acre. (3, p. 22). T

use of this pedigreed seed is said to have increased the
yield of flax straw to the acre for the farnt r and increased the yield of fiber content to the ton of strw
for the State,
Msthods of good agricultural practice were given
the farmers by the State Flax Industry and through

publications issued by the Oregon Stats Zer1.mnt Station
in Corvalli.s. Careful experiment were oonduotd to
determine precisely the amount of plant food the flax
thrived on the best. Studies were made on the preparation
of the soil prior to seeding in respect to the amount of
weeding necessary as well as the growth of the flax.
The time at which flax is harvested and the method
used are important factors In the quality of fiber that is
obtained. During this period of control by the State, the
farmers relied on the directions or the field man to
determine when the flax was at its best for harvesting.
The flax was pulled by hand until the introduction of the
Canadian flax puller in 1923. Flax is pulled rather than
out as are other straw crops for t11080 reasons: (1) cutting shortens the length of the straw and the length of
the seutching fiber, Involving considerable loss,
(2) cutting flax is difficult when it Is in proper condition for harvesting, when the fiber content is at its
best, (3) pulled flax can be processed for fiber much more
rapidly than out straw, (4.) flax, if out, tends to become
sour at the point of cutting. Unskilled labor pulled an
average of one acre in eight days. This slow process was
one of the factors that discouraged farmers from growing
flax.
Following the pulling of flax it is bundled and
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tied. The imported pulling machine did an excellent job
of this ojeration as well as pulling the straw, thus
cutting down labor and time and making flax culture more
appealing to the farmer. irom the pulling machine the

flax then could be delivered to the processing plant.
Much of it was hauled a considerable distance, and often
poor roads were of considerable handicap.

A great deal of careful supervision, research, and
training went into the agricultural end of th linen
industry.
Prooessin

and Its Development.

The harvesting of

the flax was completed by August, which meant that the

greatest portion of the crop bad to be carried over until
the following year due to the tact that the retting process
could not be carried on during the wet season.

(The steps

involved will be discussed later). This meant that much
capital was tied up in straw which could not be marketed

for another year. This factor of capital tied up in a
product lacking local price control discouraged private
processing investors.
Deseeding.

The first step in processing fiber

flax is deseedin,g or removing the seeds and pods tram the

A8 both the flax sed and the fiber are marketed,
this was one of the first processes to receive attention
straw.

by research.
One of the early methods of deseeding was by beating the beads of flax stock with clubs, a slow, timeconsuming and wasteful method. The early colonists employed the ripple daseeder, similar to pulling the beads
of the stocks through a comb. This method required nearly
twenty man hours to thresh the seed from a ton of flax
straw. In 1915 the whipper deseeder was imported from
Europe and was used exclusively in commercial deseeding
throughout the United States. This deseeder consisted
of two sets of steel rollers mounted on the ends of
parallel shafts which revolved rapidly and ersbed the
injected said pods, liberating the seed. A crew of ten
men usually operated such a machine which could deseed a
ton of flax in one hour. (31, p. 1

Retttn. The second step in fiber flax processing is ratting, a natural biological process of rotting
the wood and dissolving certain binding gums in the
plant whtoh protect and surround the fibers.
Three methods of ratting have been employed in
Oregon, "dew" retting, "tank" ratting, and "chemical"

ratting. The first two will be discussed at this time
because the latter was not used during this period at
1915-1935,
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Dew retting is accomplished by spreading the t

on the ground so that it is eoasd to dews, rain, or
The flax is spread thin and turned from time to
time to eose all, sides to the humidity of the dew or
to the drying influence of the sun. Turning allows
uniform growth of the bacteria and regulates the rate of
growth by control of the moisture required and air exposure needed. Dew retted. straw yields a soft, darker,
si.ver-'toned fiber, considered to be more easily spun.
The climate of the Willamette Valley has not been as
favorable to dew retting as other seotiozis of the world;
namely, Russia and eastern Canada.
p. 21).
now.

Tank retting was the method used moat frequently

during this period. Both warm and oold water methods
were employed.

The bundles of straw were usually placed

in concrete tanks (Fig. 2), then filled with water and
the straw weighted down by placing heavy timbers across
the top of the flax. It the warm water method was
employed, the heating of the water was done by steam
injected into the water from pipes placed on the bottom
of the tank. Warm water hastens the fermentation process
brought about through bacterial growth which is similar
to fermentation of wine. The bacteria needed f or this
process are found on the flax and derived from the soil.
When the retting was completed, the water was drawn off

Fig. 2
Plaeinr Flah in Netting Tank
Gouitosy of kiu11 eei Hurvt and xrocesing Section
r1c ulturul nine3ring hese arch Divis ion
A'ricu1tura1 Hc3eurch ervice
iJnl tc-d Status Departu6nt of :griuu1ture
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and the flai rinsed with pure water and drained. At this
point the bundles of straw were taken to the field and
"wigwamed" (Fig. 3) to dry and bleach. Beoause weather
conditions in the Willamette Valley do not always permit

outdoor drying in the early fail mouths, it was neoeasary
to hold the straw in storage until the following summer.
Besides the weather conditions which played an im
portant part in the retting of the flax, timing was an
important element in retting which deterjnied the amount
of line and tow fiber obtained from the straw. Timing was
not well understood in Oregon flax processing. In Europe,
retting was under the direction of experts who bad the
experience of generations handed down to them. In Oregon,

at this time, a great deal of trial and error took place
with the results that the fiber oLen lost a part of its
quality. This problem was later taken up by research.
Following the arrival of the proper amount of
bleaching in the field, the straw was again bundled and
tied, then stored in sheds to "cure" or regain a certain
amount of moisture necessary for the next step in
processing, which is soutching.

Soutcbia. Soutohing is the process by which the
flax fiber is removed from the woody protective covering
or straw. Early in history this was accomplished by
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Fig. 3
Wigwained Flax

Set Up For Drying Following Retting
From Oregon Magazine, p4 23
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ticks to break up the covering, and much of
the fiber was broken into short lengths own as tow. A
great amount of skill Is required to prevent breaking the
ftbers and is acquired only through experience. For this
reason, one or the first pieces of machinery purchased
for the processing or flax In Oregon wa8 a scutohing
machine. This first soutober was bought by the Wonn's
Flax Associat ton and turned over to the State in 1902.
In the process of scutching, the ratted and. cured
straw is fed into breakers of the soutobing machine, which
grind or break the wood and part of the straw and deliver
g wi

the long straight fiber, free of shives, at the opposite
end of the machine. Prior to 1928 end the introduction
of the turbine-type scutoher, one man could clean or
acutoh 65-75 pounds or flax fiber a day.

This new

turbine-type machine increased production around 200-300
per cent and produced fiber with less waste. Tow is
produced by breaking the fibers as the weedy covering is

These short lengths of fiber do not give
the strength of the long fibers which are called "line"
fibers, and therefore, tow is a less expensive fiber.
being removed.

Preparation fo,r Marketing, At the Oregon Flax
Industry the next step was termed "dressing" or getting
the fther ready for market. Dressing included sorting
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the fiber Into grades based on length. aeh grade was
bundled and placed in sacks, ready for shipment to a
spinning mill. The lengths were designated by numbers
from 1. to 5 followed by X. The larger the number the

longer the fiber, 5X being the longest or superior grade

of fiber flax.
Flax is one of the few agricultural orops of which
there is no waste. All of the plant can be utilized. The
by-produota are also a possible potential of other industries in the State. In 1930, the by-products at the
Oregon Flax InUtstry included the following:
tow sold for use In upholstering
d sold for replanttn.g
3e sold for making linseed oil which is
used in paint
seed sold for medicinal purposes
linseed meal cakes sold for cattle feed
ebives or slivers that fall out of the
scutohing were used for fuel

Marketing during this period, acoord
tug to Colonel Bertram, was found in both the local and
Marketirtg.

eastern spinning mills,

In the east it met wttb ooeti

tion with flax from foreign markets. During the early
1920's fiber was 'shIpped to Ireland, Scotland, Belgium,
and 0pain.
The surplus seed was

sold to Portland oil nil

and the upholstery tow sold freely in Oregon, Wasbin

California, and some states east of the RocIy

0I
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Mountains.

(3, p. 31).

ETa3.Ustion ct l93Q.

Colonel Bertram, in 1930, made

the following predictions concerning the Oregon linen industry based upon his fifteen years of experience in
experiment and development work in the State of Oregon,
growing, harvesting and producing tibez'-flax: "The

future of this industry in Oregon can only develop in proportion to the vision of her people and further subject to
sound, experienced and progressive management."
Climate and soils of western Oregon are

particularly adaptable to growing flax.
Yield and qualIty are equal to and in
most cases better than flax grown In any
other part of the world.
Flex is a profitable crop for farmers to
raise and can be used to replace some of
the field crops that have been over done.
1laz growing emphasizes good farming

practices under proper scheme of rotation
of crops.
Oregon is the only state in the Union that
has successfully grown arid processed flax.
Serious efforts should be made to gradually
establish the flax industry tbrongki the
western part of Oregon.
Ore on Linen indu

With the potential great for a linen industry arid
progress being made in all phases of the industry to
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overcome the existing weaknesses, the passing of the
Rawes-Cooper Act by the Uited States Congress In 1929

dealt the State of Oregon and the infant linen industry a
blow that was difficult to estimate. This act became
effeotive in 1934. and states: "This law permits any state
to prohibit the sale or or transportation within the state
of prison made products produced In other states."
(6

, p. U).

While the Oregon State flax Industry reported but
one actual customer lost at that time, many of the states
took advantage of the law to exclude prison made goods, and

the law carried the potential of other barriers that could
be instituted against prison made goods, and held a danger

of disintegration of the industry it private plants could
not be ri.ade available to the flax growers.
This congressional act came into being largely from
the protests of trade unions against competition of convict-made goods with free goods. Some states have already
taken advantage of the federal law to prohibit the entry

(65, p. 12-13).
Other discouraging situations arose for the industry
in the early 1930's. Losses were made through misjudgment
on grading, marketing difficulties arose, making It
necessary to lower the superintendent's salary and call
for an emergency appropriation from the State to augment
of prison made goods.
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the revolving fund at the penitentiary. By 1931, the State
bed appropriated 5OO,000 to attempt to save the industry,

Huge stock piles of straw and tibe awaited a market. The
reascus behind this situation can only be speculated on.
One could be the depression that was bitting the nation;
another could have been competition from abroad.

In the perIod from 1931 to 1933, the Secretary of
the Board of Control, i11iam Einzig, showed a gradual
decline in the sales receipts with these figures: 1930,
*218,306; 1931, 37,792; 1932, 3,802, (Voter Vol. 72:
ian. 26, 1936. p 108) along with an excess of disbursenougb flax was in storage to run the
nsnts and expenses.

(16, Vol. 72, p. 108). In 1933 the
plant operated on 1930 straw. Part of this overaccwnulation of flax straw was said to be due to a subsidy paid
farmers in the Salem area to interest them in flax

plant for years.

raIsing and develop experience with the crop.

Lack of

skill and efficient handlers in the industry coupled with
a small demand for the fiber is said to be responsible for
further weakening of the Industry.

The limiting factor of the small capacity of the
Oregon State flax Industry at the penitentiary had much

to do with the accumulated stock piles. The state acreage amounted to slIghtly more than 3,000 acres on which
an average 2 tons or better of flax were grown.
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The processing facilities at the penitentiary aocomznodat-

ad 5,000 tons of flax a year.
Conditions at the SpiningMiUa. In 1933, the
Salem Linen Mill was running one shift and employing only
thirty persons. Sales for u1y end August amounted to
l2,Ol9, allowing a profit of 1,965 to cover *2,504

administration and selling expenses, thus leaving a loss
of *538 without any consideration of interest that bed
accumulated to tl,851. (17, Vol. 74, p. 19). The lack
of working capital frequently forced orders to be
completed in a piecemeal fashion, and complete loss of
orders at times. This situation not only discouraged
customers but gave the industry a reputation that would be
bard to overco
ifanageiMnt of the Salem Linen Mill, Inc. changed
in 1935 to Mr. L C. MoLeod. Sales increased from

*94,000 for the year of 1934 to *113,336 for a halt-year
period of 3.935. The plant was operating on a twenty-tour
hour production basis, making linen twine. lmployment
averaged eighty-two persons, and all the available state
fiber had been exhausted and fifty tons torted from
Belgium and Holland. (20, Vol. 95, p. 20-22)
The Salem Linen Mills, Inc bad been running under

repeated ortass due to the lack of operating capital.
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arly in 1937 negotiations were finally completed for
financial readjustment under the Federal Corporation
BRnlcruptcy Act 77-B, making possible a $60,000 loan from
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. This loan enabled

the mill to settle their accounts with creditors and to
wipe out the bank loans which released back into the
treasury the bonds which bad been held as security.
Satisfactory arrangement3 were made to the bondboldera, and
business under the president L. C MoLeod. Improvent by
December of 1938 showed that some

2O,OOO bad been repaid

and hopes existed for wiping out the entire loan by June
of 1939. Book value of preferred stock shares rose from
a low $40 to $80 ($100 being the original value). Seventy
parsons were employed, and the mill was running two shifts
with a satisfactory volume of orders on baud for the
twine that was being manufactured.

Government and Civic Assistance to the Industry.
1935, conditions were such that an investigation seamed
necessary1 Governor Martin, with the consent of the
State Board of Control, appointed the Oregon Flax
Goj,m1ssion to investigate the Oregon linen industry and
to make reeoimuendations regarding its needs. The

iHedate need was deteridned to be processing facilities
operated by free labor.

By

5

The committee found that sufficient private capital
could not be induced to inve3t in a flax processing plant.
The only solution appeared to be that of th, growers
developing their own processing plant with the aid of the
federal government. In order to do this, the State

sponsored a research project in cooperation with the
federal government's Works Progress Administration, into
the practicality of establishing cooperative flax prOOe8Sing plants in the W1.11ametts Valley.
was
Cooperative Organization. In October, 1935
announced that the Works Progress Adm.tniatration a
government agency set up to aid the nation's unemployment,
would provide money for building three flax processing
plants in Oregon. On January 17, 3.936 (4.7, p. 40), the
Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.) allocated funds for

three retttng tanks and three seutohing mills to the
Willamette Valley, to be located at Springfield, (Eugene
area) Mt. &ngel, Marion County, and Canby, (Molalla area,
Clackamsa County). These communities, which were granted
the federal funds under the W.P.A. were obligated to

furnish land and. cash contributions to the enterprise.
Backed by business men and the banks, the farmers organized cooperatives and issued ahares of common and preferred
stock. The W.P.A. guaranteed to build the plants and to

operate them for one year. At the end or that tifle, the
plant3 were deeded to the State, whiuh asumed the

responsibility for their operation. Later the plants
were leased to tb cooperatives by the State at a maximum
rental of one dollar a year.
,c Assist
operative mOvent w

s same time that the oong a comeback of the linen
industry, private interest also was alerted to the need for
help in the industry. William F. Lipman, retired department store magnate (Lipinan Wolfe & Co., of Portland), who
had devoted time and enthusiasm for some years to helping
bring about a flax growing and manufacturing center for
the Willamette Valley, met two New York financiers, George
and Henry MacDonald. This meeting came about through
Louis Mollenry Howe, secretary to President Roosevelt.
The MacDonalds were impressed sufficiently to make

a tirsthand investigation into the Oregon situation and decided to undertake the development of
linen manufacturing in the Willamette Valley. Th.
initial move was an attempt to take over the Salem Linen
Mills, Inc. Bondholders were contacted to turn over

their bonds at 50 per oent face value. A number reed
but a few deolined, believing that the mortgage lien
against the property was worth more than that amount and
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that the owners of the capital stock, amounting to
$187,350 should not be squeezed out without remuneration.
MacDonald offered to put up the money to settle :11 debts
and claims at a discount to th claimants. Secretary Rowe

assertedly held out promise of federal assistance if the
MacDonalds could be influenced to foster the Oregon tndue

try. However, the MacDonalds opposed using governmsnt
assistance. (28, Vol. 82, p. 81l). The Salem Capital
Journal urged the acceptance of the MacDonald plan, and
suggested that the alternative would be bankruptcy. However, the bondholders did not agree, as they wi8hed to
establish their own rotting and soutahing plants under the
aid of a cooperative loan from the WJ.A. if this was
possible. The interested flax growers formed the $lax
Cooperative Association under the Oregon Corporation Law
of 1915. Common and preferred stock wan issued, and each
member was required to own some oomon stock and to atgn
the marketing agreement set up by the Association for the
purpose of producing and selling flax.
The three plants, Mt. Angel, Canby, and Springfield

leased the buildings which wore built uder the W.P.A.
from the Oregon State Flax Hoard (set up by Governor

MartIn to investigete the linen industry), at a fee of *1
per year. This lease freed the plants of state control
unless operations dropped below fifty per cent of their
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capacity Thr two years in succession. (63. p. 13).
The Cooera

' l'aciitiee 12

aob

of the three W.P.A.-built plants was equipped to process
and store the flax straw. Six ratting tanks approximately

16 teat by 40 feet by 7 feet were built at each of the
plants with a capacity of 200 tons or flax straw a season,
which later increased to 1600 tons. Plans called for'
year around e""loyment at the plants. LU three plants
were surrounded by open fields used for natural drying of
the ratted flax. Storage sheds for the straw varied in
number at the different plants from two to tour abed8 and
were about 56 feet by 240 fast by 20 feet in size. A
soutching machine, deseeder, binder, boiler, scales, and
other hauling, hackling, binding and packing equipmsnt
made up the facilities to be found at these three

oriinul plants. ((5, p. 14).
Free Labor. l'inancial statements revealed that

the average yearly payroll for labor was in the vicinity
of 10.000 per plant. An average of 15 to 20 n were
employed on a year around basis, and during retting
season this number increased to 50 or 60 xi who were
added to the community's employed group.
ws.g

was around fifty cents an hour.

The xainiinwn
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1940-3.955

The Oregon Linen Industry by 1940 had made consider-

able progress despite its nwrous growing pains. Records
for this year (1940) show 7,300 acres of flax harvested,
yielding 8,615 short tons of flax, which gave the grower
an income of 55.50 per ton. i'rom this aunt 220 short
tons of line fiber and 200 short tons of tow were
soutohed. The line fiber brought 58 cents per pound, and
the tow 10 cents per pound. This growth can be eontrtbut-

ed to agricultural research and development, processing
developnts, marketing facilities, and manufacturing of
linen products within the State of Oregon, all accelerated
by World War II.
A Summar
men

of the MEcbanization and

riou1tura1 Develo

The history of growing, processing and producing
fine linen from flax dates bao to thousands of years
before Christ, in Egypt. The produotton of linen has
followed civilization down through its history. Only
the past few gneratioxis have used any power or mechaniza-

tion. Jor almost two centuries in the United States,
linen was a staple crop with nearly every farmer having
a small patch from 'hioh clothing and household linens

were derived-all by a hand process.
This method of procuring textiles was largslj replaced in 1775 by the invention of the spinning Jenny and
the cotton gin in 1830. Had similar Inventions for flax
taken place, its history would doubtlessly read aowhat
differently.
The agricultural end of the industry and the pro.ceasing of the flax to obtain the fiber were all band
operation until 1914. The change can be accredited to
World War I which brought about the cancellation of the
world's supply from Russia and ooellod the English
speaking nations to mechanize.

In Oregon's struggle to establish a linen industry
the sai problem of mechanization wee present. The slow,
tedious hand labor methods increased cost, disheartened
farmers and disinterested capital. The growth and
development of mechanization in both the growing and
processing can be largely credited to the United States
Department of Agriculture and the Oregon Agricultural
Experiment Station located at the Oregon State College in
Corvallis, Oregon. Since much of the direction of this
work has been under the supervision of esse E. Rarmond,
senior agricultural engineer, his assistant, Leonard M.
Klein, and their fellow staff members.

Starting with the agricultural pbaae of' the linen industry in Oregon, the tir8t
Meohanizatton Development.

mechanization pertaining to growIng flax was introduced
to the State by the State Flax Industry, which Imported
from Ontario, Oauada, the first pulling machine In 1923.
Xn 1939, the United States Department or Agriculture inaported from Belgium an Improved flax puller.
As a result of the high cost of' irported machinery
and the leek of efficiency in machinery produced for a

different locality, the agricultural engineers developed
a puller called a "trailer.type" in 1941. Progress and
improvements on this 1aborsaving device resulted in the
production of a fIberf1ax combine in 1943 by the agricultural engineers. This machine pulled, deseeded, tied
the straw into bundles and threshed the seed from the flax,
li in one operation. After two years of operation it a
abandoned because of Its high initial coat and low
capacity. Several other pullera ware developed between
1939 and 1949 at which time the self-propelled push-type
puller emerged from the machine shop of' the Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station. This machine seemed to
be the beat answer to the harvesting of flax in Oregon.
It oouid be produced at a price comparable with other
farm machinery, did not damage the straw, formed neat
bundles with even ends, bad low maintenance and operating
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cost, and a high harvesting capacity. One man could
harvest two acres of flax in one hour as coared with the
band method whereby e man harvested one acre in eight
days. (33;, p. 8-13). (Fig. 4).
Agrloultura]. Research. Research in Oregon on grow-

ing flax can be traced back to 1897, as evidenced by an
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station publication,
Bulletin 43, flax Culture by Hiram Taylor rencb. Since
that date continued work has been done In all phases of
flax growing until, as W. U. Hurst says: (38, p. 6).
At the present ti4 it is believed that
agronoinio practices development by research ar; considerably ahead of the
use of them. More
average
research of an agronomic nature will, be
needed with the development of agriculture in the area and the advent of
machinery for producing, harvesting,

and processing.
A brief review of some of the developments in flax
growing in Oregon Include: studies on soil, its selection

and preparatIon and care; climate, its relation; fertiliza
tion, chemical and organic; seed, Its development and

potential; weed and disease control; irrigation, its
potential; and other phases affecting the optimal growth
of fiber flax.
Through the Soils Department of Oregon State
College and the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station,

Fig.

4

Self-propelled Push-type Puller

Developed by

Oregon Agricultural

1949

xper1nient Station

On types of soil 1' Or optimal fiber flax growth,

preparation of soils prior to planting, methods of planting have eliminated guesswor1 for the grower.
Climate and its relation to growth and harvesting
of the crop have been studied in the same manner until
the grower has 8O8 control OX his crop from this
standpoint.

ertilization research has both aided the grower
and dIspelled the assumption that flax depleted the soil
to the extent that it was an undesirable crop in the State
(3, p. 19), by pointing out that disease accounted f or
poor yields found, rather than soil depletion. Crop
rotation, a method ox' adding fertility to the soil by
planting nitrogen giving crops, such as clover and
legumes prior to and following a crop wiiob is a heavy
feeder, was tnstigted in flax growing by the State Flax
Industry under the direction of W B. Bertram, The
Oregon Agricultural Eeriment Station and Oregon State
College have carried on extensive research in this area
and provided farmers zith the most up-to-date information
through publications and county agents.
Ylax seed research has made a name for the State

by receiving international reooition. In 1929, W. B,
Bertram brought purebred, pedigreed seed to the
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illamette Valley train Scotland and. began the mu1tipl

cation of this seed in the effort to produce the finest
piality of fiber flax possible. Research on seed began
in 1932 and resulted in several varIeties, among them the
Martin variety which developed and increased prior to
1942, and the Cascade variety released in 1945. The
Cascade variety won the international recognition at the
cooperative seed breeding instttutes at i{olland, Sweden,
and Denrnrk, where it was officially adopted as the
foundation strain for future breeding work. (59, p. 23).
Weed control has long been considered in fiber
growing by the Depart nt of Agriculture. In the
first United 3tatea Department of Agriculture publication
on flax in lø95, weeding was given consideration due to
the role it plays in processing and lower returns for
the industry. Weeds spread disease, hinder retting and
acutohing processes, and are a determining factor in the
price paid the farmer for his crop. Nearly co.lste
weed control through soil preparation and the use of
chemical sprays are the result of research in Oregon.
Irrigation for fiber flax growing has been under
eriment
study for some time by the Oregon Agricultural
Station. Research began on this subject to combat loss
that resulted from variation in rainfall during the
growing season. This loss atfeota the whole industry.
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less pay for the farmer because his price was
determined by the length of the straw, a double lose to
the processor because of increased handling and a lower
price for the fiber, and further loss to the manu.taoturer
who would be limited to producing lower priced articles.
of Prcoessi

eveio

Research on fiber flax processing to aid in the
development of the Oregon linen industry baa been carried
on sines 1938 by the Federal Government under the Depart-

merit of Agriculture engineers at the Oregon griou.1tural

Bxperiunt Station in Corvallis.
Studies on processing have been undertaken by the
staff of engineers at the xperiment Station in seeking
rovs the processing methods, reduce operating
ways to

expenses, preserve the quality of the flax fiber, and
make the industry more profitable for all concerned.
These studies led to the development of a number of new
machines and methods of caring for tile crop in the
processing of fiber flax. As previously described on
page 4.3, processing of fiber flax is undertaken to
liberate the spinnable fiber encased in a woody, gumbound casing so they may be used in textiles, twines and
threads. Invol-ed are: deseeding, retting, and
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scutching. With the tact in mind that the quality of the
ud.ged upon its length in the Oregon industry,
tibor

it is feasible that the greater quantity of long uniform
fibers (longline) that oould be obtained, the batter the
mariceting possibilities and the greater the profit to
the industry.
The gradual progress toward efficiency
in the removal of the flax seed from the plant has been
traced inis history. Prom the "flaying" or beating
method up through the "whipper" method, deseeding was a
slow and wasteful pr000ss. The latter required 10 manhours to deseed a ton of flax. Zn 1936 the "rake'type"
machine was brought from Belgium and provided a great
improvement; however, it still required much time--7
man-hours per ton of flax. In 1938 this problem &s
resolved by the introduction of the revolvingeombdeseedar designed and constructed by the ited State
Department of Agriculture at CorvaUis. (Fig, 5) The
Deseeding.

efficiency of this machine can be seen in its
deseeding time, 1.8 man-hours per ton of straw, end
it8 reduced waste in the subsequent operations because

of the uniform fiber that it produced.

evc1vin

V1OpC

5
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Rettin. The seoret of ratting in Belgium has bean
attributed to the soft waters of the Lye Rtver and the art
and accumulated experience of the rettera. This experience
baa been passed down through the years of flax processors
in Furops. While Oregon had the soft water, it lacked
the accumulated experience of the European ratting
experts. Some European experts have been brought to
Oregon, but from a scientific standpoint thia baa not
completely solved the problem for an industry in America.
Research on retting has been undertaken at Oregon
State College in the pertment of Bacteriology. The
dootorial thesis from that department (50, P. 1-114.)
brings forth significant facts toward the development of

a standard scientific method for satisfactory retting
that is based on chemistry and baoteriology. The information contained in a thesis is a contributing step
to the soientiflo judging of the optimal retting time.
This factor is a determining point in the quality and
yield of fiber. "Over retting" results in weakening
of the fiber and less long-line fiber, because a weakened
fiber breaks more easily and produces more tow which in

turn lowers the price and the q.uality of the fiber.
The breaking and crushing of the
woody Shell encasing the fibers of the flax plant was
Soutcbinj.
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undoubtedly broken and removed by band originally. The

Clatsop Indians in Oregon used their knees to roll the
straw over and remove the woody core

The early
ooloniats developed a "straw breaker" fashioned of
wooden slats that could be moved up and down, crushing

the woody oore and treeing the fiber. ohanization was

applied to this type of a breaker and used ooeroially
for some years before other crushg devices called
soutohers were developed using a rolling technique.
Again, the Department of Agriculture and the
Oregon Agricultural xperiment Station came to the aid
of the linen industry and developed a breaker or soutoher
which revolutionized thIs phase of processing. (Fig. 6).
This new soutcher was introduced In Oregon in 1945. Its

capacity is equal to that of the roller type used for
some time. It breaks less fiber-produotng 15-20 per
cent more line fiber, and reduces the labor requirement
by at 1 eat four men. (44) p. ll6).
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Fig. 6
New Commercial Type Scutcher
Developed by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station Plant
From p. 4, Circular No. 975, U.S Dept. of AgrL
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Prooessi, Plants
Cooperative Plants. The growth of the cooperative
processing plants in Oregon flax growing was rapid during

the early 1940's. By 1943 a total of ten

Cooperative

Flax Growing Associations were established in the
Willarnette Valley as shown by Table 1. These organizations
set up for the purpose of processing and marketing fiber
flax for the member growers ran into a number of problems
that culminated in their dissolution. High operating
coats were recognized as one of the obstacles of the

whole industry and in particular was this felt by the
small organizations of limited capital and credit. The
lack of research and money to conduct research on methods

and machinery was felt by all of the processing plants,
State owned, cooperatives and private plants. A neEd
existed for new methods in retting, scutobing and drying
that would speed up the operations, out down on man-hours
and provide a more rapid output.
Few plants were able to build up adequate reserves
for oontingenciea, working capital, replacements of
buildings and machinery and retirement of stock. Continu.ous borrowing from local banks and withheld funds

due the growers did little to establish good credit
rating or to stabilize the business. Lack of facilities

TABLE 1.

Front The Fiber Xnduatry in 0reo
Station Bulletin (531, p. 11
Table 4. Oregon Flax Processing Mills

:'ated
:Capaatty
:in Pull-:

:Tear oon-:ed Flax Year
:0 osed
:etructe4 :

Privately owned plants
Approved Flax COany, Eugene
Northwest Flax Production
Coiiany, Eugene
ilverton Flax Processors,
Silverton

oronà

1941

5000 to 6000 1945

1942

2400 to 3000 1947

1942

2400 to 3000 1946

Junotion City
Cleeamaa Flax Groweife, Canby
Dayton Flax Grora, Dayton
Harrisburg Flax Gror3,
Harrisburg

194.2

Springfield
St. Paul Flax Growers,

1936

1600 to 2000 1947
2400 to 3000
1600 to 2000 1947
1600 to 2000 1946
2400 to 3000 1950
24.00 to 3000
1600 to 2000 1949
1600 to 2000 194.9
2400 to 3000

' Coo.ez'ati'

on

oun y

x rowers,

1936
1942

1941

1942
Molafla Flax Cxowez's, Canby
Mt. Angel Flag Growers,
1936
Mt. Angel
0reon Flax Growers ASSOCiatiOflb

St. Paul

1943.

uitie.m Flax Growers, Jetferson 191+3
Washington County Flax
Growers, Cornelius
1943 2400 to 3000 1949

state-owned. plants
State Flax Industry,
Penitentiary, Sa1en

3.915

5000 to 6000
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for ratting and drying are said to have been responsible
tor accumulation of straw from one year to the naxt.
Difficulties with management are reported in some
instanos, resulting in inadequate record-keeping and a
close watch over expenses that must be dons in a successfu]. business. SoiM labor troubles arose from a lack of
provision for overtime pay. Working conditions could
undoubtedly have been .roved. All these factors were
involved, but the folding of the cooperatives was
priri1y due to the high cost of labor in the ited
States and the low price of flax, the result of foreign
competition.
The State and Cooperative processing plants were

the first to feel the effect of the resumption of foreign
oo.otition following World War II. The economic crisis
is explained by the report given in Portland, Oregon,
on July 9, 1948, titled, A. Statement of the oonomio
Status of the Flax Fiber Industry. This was submitted to
Charles F. Brannon, thtited States Secretary of Agriculture
by the Representatives of all Fiber Flax Processing
plants, William J. Ensohede, Chairman, and Fred J. Schwab,
Secretary, as a plea for government support to save the
industry. (45, p. 1-5).
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ECONOMIC STATUS
A STATEMCNT OF h
THE 1D3F.R-TLAX NDUSTRY
O

Representative of all the active fiber-flax processing
plants assembled in Portland, Oregon on uly 9, 194.8,
to consider the economic crises confronting the rural

industry.
A review of the economic status of the industry disclosed the following:
1. The fiber-flax industry is in the clutches of an
economic squeeze aggravated by the conversion from
war to paaoe.
The industry has suffered from the following:
Recently, a buyers' market--Present, no market.
The lack of grade standards.
a. Disorderly marketing of the fiber.
ci.

C.

Lack of mechanized processing equipment to
offset the labor differential between
Europe and the Untted States.
Lack of capital to adopt irovsd processing
equipment developed by tile U. S. Department

of Agriculture and State Cooperative research engineers, that will reduce the
labor requirements and prevent the fiber
damage due to handling and raise the straw
fiber percentage.
The lack of a cooperative organization to
standardize the processing and sales
practices.
Abnormal competition from agricultural production of food crops required to meet
goals established to supply both domestic
requirements and the abnormal European
demand created by the Thited States financing
through the Marshall Plan.
The assembled representatives of the Oregon fiberflax industry are vitally concerned with the future
of this industry and have taken the following steps
to tirove the market situation and reduce processing
costs:
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1 active plants have formed a parent cooperative which will:
Aid in the standardizing of processing
procedures
Will handle all grading and selling, thereby
establishing orderly marketing.
2. Now working with the spinners to obtain samples
of the type of flax fiber best suited for the
manufacturers' need3, with a view to establish
Federal standards and grades.
Continue to take full advantage of all. research
developments of State and Federal agencies for
farm production ettciency and for labor saving
and quality improvements in the processing
plants, and to adapt recently developed researe
machines.

D.

The assembled flax industry representatives are of
the opinion that the flax processors will not survive
the readjuatment period without further assistance
from the Federal Government during this period.
The flax producers do not wish permanent federal
aid but believe flax production will be profitable
without assistance when the demand for American food
crops return to normal.
1. Federal assistance would be warranted for the
following reasons:
a. Flax processing is a rural industry that
gives employment to members of farm
families.
To protect the combined investments of
b
more than 3 ,000 ,000 of the Government

and farmers.

There will not be an agricultural surplus
in fiber-f1x because of the restricted
area suited for its rowth. (tited
States 1*partment of AgrIculture,
Agricultural Statistics report an annual
average of ,000 tons of flax fiber
imported from 1929 through 1944. The
maximum fiber produced in the United
States was 2,000 tons in 1944, when 14

plants were in operatIon and the average
annual fiber production since 1942 has
been approximately 1,000 tons.)
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The entire 1947 line fiber output has not

been sold by Oregon processing plants
because local spinners' needs have been
supplied from the government stock pile
of fiber at a price tar below roduotion
coat.
o, Proposed support prices are necessary to

et production costs.
Revenue received from a ton ct fiber
flax straw (average grade) based on
the requested support price of 55
cents per pound for the top grade

line fiber.

Average production cost per ton

of pulled straw.
(Oregon State College 8taton
Bulletin no. 354, June 1938
"Cost and Efficiency in Fiber
Flax ProductIon In the Willamette
TaUey Oregon." The 1938 coat
figures were adjusted with
present price Index).

Farm Production cost *25 per ton
j per ton
Processing coat
$8 per ton
Total Cost
Average revenue reoeived from a
ton of pulled flax based on 55
cents a pound for premium flax

line fiber.

(Based on ave

ataw yield

figures, Mare 1943 T.biited
t of Agriou1t
States Depar
Circular 66?,
15).
131 lbs. of fiber 45 1b458.95
90 lbs. clean tow 10* lb. 9.00
5 bu. of seed '6.O0 bu.p0.00
80.00
Less Cost (above)
Net

17.95

(60 per cent No. 1 Straw, 25 per
cent No. 2 Straw, 15 per cent
No. 3 Straw. Nelson Annual Epta
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Surplus crop acreage would be converted to
fiber-flax that also produces seed for
teed and oil purposes.
Continue to furnish a uniform supply of
flax fiber to local industry which was
established in Oregon because of the
raw materi&1. supply and have l million

dollars invested in spinning mills.
Xn view of the foregoing consideration this repre-

sentative group unanimously request a price support
program which will support:

Top grade line fiber at 55 cents per pound with
an appropriate differential for each lower
grade, and
Top grade tow at 15 cents per pound with subsequent reduction in price for lower grades.
This request for price support was denied. Had it
been made available as it has been in the ootton and wool
industry (77) the possibilities for survival would seem
to have been greater.
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STATJ FLAX INDTJSTRZ

While the State Flax Industry processing plant was
facing the same problems as the cooperative processing

plants, the state plant held several advantages over the
cooperatives. First, this organization rested on forty
years of experience and development; second, state tinancial baoki was available; third, low cost labor permitted greater profits and financial bqoklog.
A JanuRry 1955 report shows that the State Flax

Industry was able to out down its overhead by approximately t17,000, which it did in 1952. A defiott in 1950 and
1951 operations brought about adjustmentS in personnel
and overhead charges which were formerly charged to the
tlax plant to a prorated system of the other prison

industries; a reduction in insurance charges was possible.
Adoption of a premium plan for increased fiber oontent and
a field man to advise growers increased the fiber content
from 180 pounds to 240 pounds per ton of straw or 30 per
oent. The average yield of straw was increased, both

helping to offset a deficit.
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A breakdown of labor at the State Flax Industry
(Table 2) provides a picture of the labor involved in
the season's processing of l9535i.. Although the number
of hours are recorded, they cannot be used to determine
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TABLE 2
0YET) IN THE FLAX MX
OCESSING SEASON 1953

edin

DURThG

4

Hours

S

October 1953
November 1953
December
Tanuary

2,624
8,726
10,854
8,628
8,163

57

78

86

1953

1954

83

79
February 1954
Mrob
59
1954
Total Assigned Iorking Hours
Hours lost while inmates are on pass

Net work1z

22

28

hours

Seed C1eantng:

Timtes used in this operation, 2 per day
Total hours worked by innstes

1, 73

Tow Machine:

Thmates used In this operatIon, 12 per day
10,703
Total Assigned Working Hours
Less time lost whije inmates on pass
Net hours

Soutobn Machines:
Novmber

December

Zanuary

1953
1953

N

Inmates

Hours
1,14.2

24
22

1954

2,100
2,793
3,724
3,724

22

36
February 1954
36
March
1954
36
April
1954
Total Ass tgned Working Hours
Hours lost while inmates are on pass
Net working hours

Ytbsr Room:

162

13,890

used in this operation, 22 per day

Total assigned working hours
Less tins lost from passes
Net hours

13,4.17
186

13,23i

Total inmates assigned to flax mill, per month 159
8
Total hours worked by inmates
Total hours lost while inmates are on pass
NET HOURS . . . . . . . . .
(70) Resuns of State flax Industry, A special report on
the state flax industry operations by special committee
appointed by State Flax and Linen Board. anuary 1955.
a

costs of laboz because the inmates ier p4d on a daily
basis or one dollar per day, nor do the hours present an
indication of the plants output because a wide variation
in output existed, depending upon the flax straw on band
and the market.
Table 3 gives the financial progress of the State
Flax Industry from 1930 to 1951.
According to the anuary, 1955 report (45, p. 4)
a loss of *45,356.92 was recorded for the 1952 crop of

only 1140 tons, but a profit of U5,556.95 would baTe
been shown had the tonnage been quadrupled. This would

have been possible because of the labor situation, where a
greater percentage of struw could hats been processed
without an equal rise in processing coat because of the
low wage of one dollar per day.
Further reductions in expenses were planned through
depreciation of equipment and buildings which would have

permitted an annual depreciation rate of $27,000, and by
1955 would have resulted in a total depreciation of the
building and equipment.

It is believed by men of the industry that the
state plant could have continued operation but closed
because of the lack of interest and the philosophy held
by the Warden of the Penitentiary.
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PROGR3S 0i

Prof
$19,942

800

19,394

101724*
30,408

9)553
20,814
11,757
25,927
175,232
195,247
108,34.3

248,826
240 p228

135,382
69,230
70,809

2902

Net Prof i.t
Lose

*

TRY SINGE 1930

TATh

Year
Ending

Jtxie )0,

petaip

1931 *370,688.55 *
1932
390,630.71
1933
389,750.71
370,356.20
1934
268,632.62
1935
238,224.65
1936
228,691,63
1937
207,877.70
1938
196,120.77
1939
1.940

1941
1942
1943
1944
3.945

1946
1947
194.8
194.9

170393.34

5,039.53
200,286.63
308,629.74
557,455.85
797,684.35
933,066.08

1,002,296.55
1,073,105.92
1,102,407.53

473,114

2,665.74 1950
36,158.15 1951

oiudiiig *48,000 interest waived on State Loans.

(70).

?I'ioe,8,

Prices on the three principal. flax products, line
fiber, tow, and seed fluctuated during the years of flax
raeing in Oregon. Prior to 1930, line fiber sold for
an average of 25 cents per pound, tow was not sold, and
seed brought 3.42 per pound. Zn the period from 1932
to 1935, these figureø were out in half. After 1935, a
steady increase in price began until the 1930 prices were
regained in 1940, By 1941, the figures bad doubled again,
showing line fiber at 57 cents per pound, tow at 12 cents
per pound, and seed *3.00 psi' pound. In 1947 the price oX
line fiber dropped to 44 cents per pound, tow to 11 cents
per pound, and seed rose to $6.53 a pound. in 1955, the
price of line fiber was 35 cents per pound, tow, 15 cents
and seed averaged $4.00 per pound. (45, p. 2).
Marke tig

nor to World War II, Oregon flax fiber was sold
to the local mills or to the eastern markets. The
latter determined the price to both outlets. To sell the
fiber, the State Flax Industry's marketing agent sent
sau!.los of several grades to its broker in New York with

an otter to sell it the price was right.
The fiber brokerage business is controlled by a few

brokers in the New York market who guard their secrets

closely. Prior to the war there were no definite standards or grades upon which the prices were quoted.

(&i.,

p. 41-4.2), The foreign flax offered for sale established

the price for the Oregon flax.
As soon as the demand tightened due to World

conditions cl1anged for the Oregon industry.

War

The

sm brokers were eager to get the Oregon product.
The fiber was generally shipped east by rail as water
transportation was too slow for the eastern demands.

Yreight rates during the war periol averaged about t!o

cents a pound on the flax fiber.
The average prtoe of Oregon line fiber including
all five grades for a ten-year period was 2.5 cents per
pound. During the war period the price climbed as high
as 60 cents per pound. The price was based prfnrtly on

the length of the fiber. The lengthe ware specified by
11 to 51, the longest being designated by the largest
number, or 51. Complaints in the early periods included
statements that often the grading was incorrect and the
4X fiber would be superior to the 51, and that uniformity
or grading and labeling was needed.
The price of the tow was determined by the supply
and demand conditions that influenced the world trade in

flax. Moat of the seed from the fiber flax was sold at
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a ireiniuxs for seeding purposes, following cleaning and

certification. AU of the pullinga remained in the state
and went to manufacturers in the 1940-50 period. The
prices for both tips and puUinga were set by the Oregon
marketing agent and regulated in accordance with the
fiber prices. Drug al was sold to wholesale drug firma
in the area and to manufacturers of breakfast foods. Stock

teed, the screening, was sold to local teed mills.
Marketing Outlete. The two local manufacturing
plants, the Miles Mill and the Salem Linen *I1iU provided

the principal outlets for the unhackled "lines' flax
fiber. However, soma was shipped east because of a better
price and as the means of determining the price to the
local buyers. Prices were set by the eastern buyers upon
receiving a a is of the fiber for their eremination,
along with an agreement to sell if the price was satisfactory. This transaction gave the Oregon seller the
market price which he used in local sales, less the
freight east.
Eastern markets were difficult to establish for
th6 reasons that water transportation from urope was
less expensive, foreign linen bad a longer standing as
a satisfactory product, the eastern manufacturers wanted
the fiber on short notice, and the quality of fiber
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from 1iuxopa was reported to have been more dependable.

With the outbreak of World War II, a rapid growth
in marketing outlets developed, the heaviest ouatomez'

being the hiitsd States armed services. Eastern manufacturers shut oft tx'om their European sources became
oo*E!vetitora to the local mills and often outbid them,
presenting further problems for the Oregon industry troiu
the manufacturing point of vtew.

Because of the lack of processing facilities, the
state was unable to fill the supply of the armed forces
and civilian needs during the 1940's. In 1942 the Tiited
States Army War Board recommended planting of 18,000

aorss of fiber flax in Oregon, nearly a fifty par cent
increase over the acreage at that time. (47 p. 41).
Orego:

n manufacturing was done in Oregon

lit years later the Miles
tablished in Salem, followed by the Salem
the following year. The Albany mill burned

x's after it was built. end both Salem mills
had a bard struggle to survive their beginning years because of their limited capital and inadequate manag6øient.
In 1928, the Miles Mill sold its controlling interest to
save
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the Barbour Company of Patterson, New Jersey, and Ireland,
owners of th ww?ld'a largest thread company, the Linen
Thread Company. The Linen Thread Company has seven mills
in th United States end other mills throughout the
world with the exception of Russia (39, p. 2). In 1937,
the Barbour Company became complete owners of the Miles
Mill, and the name changed to the Linen Thread Coany of
Salem.

Since the founding of this mill the jrinoipal
products have been thread and twine, the latter manufactur
ad into tishnetting, a lucrative bunines on both sea
coasta for many years. On the Pacific Coast, Oregon had

the only mill for either the fishing twine or the fishnets. In 1930 the fish twine and net business was a
5,4OO,00O business (49, p. 16). This production consum.-

ad between tour and five tons of flax daily at the Linen
Thread Company, wbih sustained 70-75 es"loyeee. In
addition, the Linen Thread Company shipped 60'70 thousand
pounds of raw flax fiber to their eastern headquarters in
Patterson, New Jeraey aaah weelc (51).

The Salem Linen Mills, after several at
manufacture a number of different items, devoted their
operations to twine, upholstery thread, and weaving yarns.
Sack twine, the largest item of their business bad

averaged from 100,000 to 2,000,000 porndz nnuaUy in the

latter part of 1920 and early 1930. (49, p. 7). Sinoe
that period the demand has decreased because of the
tendency to bulk shipping and the we of other bast
fibers, prinotpally hemp and jute, for twines.
The Salem Lnen Mill employed around ninety e
and had a monthly payroll of approximately l6,000.

flax fiber consution averaged 4,000 pounds per day
during the peak years between 1940 and 1950. (47, p. 41).
That possibilities for linen manufacturing looked
promising is born out by- th6 establishment of the third
Salem linen mill, the Oregon Flax Textile Co' any. This
new linen mill had its beginning in an old garage
Saem where Clyde S. everett set up his experimen
eQuipment for using tow fiber. verett was a graduate in
engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology, and an
employee of tha National Automotive Fibers Corporation,
California Cotton Mills branch. While be was visiting

bs alma mater, his interest was aroused by an experiment
that was being carried on at the Georgia Institute of
Technology with Oregon flax tow. As a representative of
his firm, iverett arrived in Salem on July 1, 1944. Flax
tow at that time was being burned as the great demand for
line fiber by the civilian and armed forces prevented its
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consideration, verett saw a possibility for an industry
and experimented with the fiber at night while directing
the making of needed equipment during the daytime hours.
As a result, a rug industry dsveloped in Salem.
In 1947, the Oregon Flax Textile Company put small
braided rugs on the market, and in 1952 the oomptrny was
manufacturing rugs 12 feat wide and some as wide as 24
feet. Ninety per cent of the flax tow used in the rugs
was grown in the Willainette Valley, anti the remaining
tan per cent would have been Oregon tow if it bad been
available. Ninety thousand pounds of tow were used paz'
month and some 430 tons of rlax imported, principally
from New Zealand. Oregons flax was said to be superior
to the imported fiber. Special spinning equipment was
brought from Belfast to make the tine weaving yarns, end
specially deatgned machinery for manufacturing wool
broadloom carpeting with a linen backing was installed at
Salem. The wool for these rugs was imported from Pakistan
to insure the quality necessary for fine carpeting.
(Salem Statesman). The Oregon Flax Textile division of
the National Automotive Corporation bad developed a good
business in rug making. This product had a nationwide market and a fine reputation. The braided rugs were

the best known, and a well eetablibed item, especially
on the Pacific Coast. A wide range of colors was
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available. George Barker ws the plant's chemist, and
his assistant Brice Rooht reports that all dyes were
tested for sunfastnese. (Sample 1). Following page
shows some of the colors and the yarns used In the
braided rugs.
The braided ru sold at a price oL1ewhat higher
than a good cotton rug, and lower than a wool rug, making

them an attractive item for the customer wishing a
moderately priced and good wearing rug. Customers report

that rue have not worn out to this date.
The wool and linen rugs manufactured by the Salem

mill combined the two natural fibers to the best advantage
of both. The linen was used as the backing where strength

pliability and the soft qualities of the linen produced
an excellent sturdy cushion for a rug. The deep pile of
the rugs was made from the Imported Pakistan wool noted

for its reallsnt, lustrous qualities that gave a soft
luxurious tread

This s s is was taken from one ct the

Hon3 Management houses at Oregon State College where it

has been in constant use for the past 4. years.
(Sample 2).

Turther plans for the Oregon flax Textile Coany
included moving of the oompany's tufted rug department
from Oakland, California, to Salem, Oregon. in 1952 this
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Linen Tow Yarns used in Rugs

Sample 1

Linen and. Wool Rug
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ooiany was manufacturing twenty pat terns of linen broad'
loom rusjs, twenty patterns of braided oval rugs, twelve
patterns of wool rugs and rug and eeviug yarns made
front Oregon flax. Plans were to haie added twelve

patterns for cotton rigs. (57).
At the peak of this plant's p:oduction, 135 p5
eons were eloyed, d the ooauy had a monthly payroll
of nearly *32,000. (47, p. 42).

ManactunEpanSion. After World War II
market for flax and linen produot føil oft sharply, as
the result of decreased military orders and reswition
and expansion of iorts. To otfeet this decline and to
expand the industry beyond the limitations of twine,
yarn and threads, several farsighted individuals began
The Oregon Journal pub-'
lished an article written by 1). W. Fishier, manager of

working on fabric development

the Washington County Flax Growers' Association in January,
1947 in which the needs of the industry were stated. The
needs included more engineers at Oregon State College to

accelerate the research program to lower operating costs.
Additional and more modern spinning facilities were
needed to eliminate shipping fiber east for manufacturing
and to widen the market at home for fiber. (25). A
great demand existed for linen yarn and fabrto and only
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t

nut of Oregon linen had been made into cloth because of meeting war tins demands for rope,
oorde, parachute webbing, packaging twine and tire hose
yarns. It was felt by many persons in the industry and
in research that a spinning and weaving center would

stabilIze the industry and expand it Into a leading state
enterprise. (23:, p. 10-12).
esearoh. One of those persons who felt the
Oregon linen industry had a future in fabric manufacture
was Joan Patterson, of the Clotlitng and Textiles Department in the School of Home Ecoo*c$ at Oregon State
College. oan Patterson began her research at Cranbz'ook
Academy of Art at Detroit, Michigan, in 1948, when she

experimented with linen, jut., ramie and cotton in producing a three dImensional fabric. This fabric showed so
many possibilities that it was Shown to the Oregon Flax
and Linen Board which was qulok to recognize Miss

Patterson's biltty in fabric 4eeiing and the value of
her talent to the Oregon linen industry. As a resul
Miss Patterson was chosen to return to Cranbrook and
further her research with Oregon linens Federal and
stat. funds were appropriated under the Joint efforts
of Oregon State College School of Rome Economics, the
ited States Department of AgrIculture Experimen

9,

Station end The Flax and Linen Board (60, p. 2). Mba
Patterson's research was directed toward developing
fabrics for home furnishings, a field formerly untouched
in America and considered unattainable by anufacturers

(29, p. 24).
With this challenge, Miss Patterson went to work
and brought forth a new (62, p. 1) conception for the use

of linen in upholstery fabrics, drapery fabrics, table
linens and rugs She proved that linen yarns could be
blended into an infinite number of interesting textures
through varying the ply, using wet and dry-spun yarns in
combinations, combining tow end line fibers to produce a
fabric specially suited for upholstery and drapery use

because of the inherent qualities of linenstrength,
pliability, neat surface and softness to the touch. The
fabrics designed by Miss Patterson were produced on a
handloom but designed for commercial reproduction as well
and with the Oregon industry in mind. (48).
Color was another area of research, and Miss

Patterson's results were best epreaaed in her own words as
she says: "Linen takes dyes so beautifully that it is perfect for home furnishing." Clear colors in a range of
greens, reds and golds are obtainable in dyeing linen yarns
as well as the ever popular natural linen (29, P. 23).
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The contributions of this research have bean many
in Oregon. Interest was stimulated. Xroventent in the
quality of threads being manufactured were noted at the
two linen stills in Salem.

iner yaris were also added to the stock of these
oot'anies. Oregon Worsted Goazy, Pendlaton Woolen
Mills in Portland, and the Pendle ton Woolen Mills at
Waahougal, !ashington, began experimenting 'itb weaving
linen with other fibers, prtmRrily wool, to developing new
fabrics A new company was formed in Corvallis, the
Oregon Cuatom Weavers, which produced only linen pbolstery

fabrics.
Xntarest was stimulated by the showing of the new
developed fabrics of linen. National and local publica-

tions carried the accounts of this research. An exclusive
showing of Miss Patterson's fabrics took place at the
Stikar Studio of New roric City in June of 1950. Deei
era, manufacturers and representatives of UIe major
interior decorating establishments and publishers attended. nthuaia.m was expressed at this showIng and a desire
evtdenoed to purchase the fabrics shown. Silkar Studios
announced a line of Patterson fabrics in the 1952 issue

of Interiors, a prominent publication In the field of
interior design, Other national publicity for Oregon
linen and Joan Patterson's work include a four-page
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article in Craft Horizons, a leading design publication;
a t v.11 pegs close-up in Handw6aver and Craftaan, th
weaving magazine in the United States; and any number of
newspaper articles in national and state newspapers--The
Christian Science Monitor, The Oregonian, Oregon ournal
and the Willam.ette Valley newspapers. Two recent publications by Miss Patterson "Weaving WXtb Linen," published
in 1958 at the Agricultural Experiment Station in
CorTaUia, and her thesis "Oregon Flax to Fabric," prepared at Cranbrook Aeademy of Art in Ju.ly 1950 described the

results of her research on linen.
can Pattereo established that Oregon linen could

produce a fabric coarable in coat with fabrics of other
fibers, primarily cotton, wool and rayon, thereby removing
linen from the luxury list. Tests showed linen to be

nearly fireproof, a most desirable featurc for upholstery1
draperis and rugs. Dirt &oes iot easily coUeot on
linen fabrics and can be readily brushed oft. All of

these facts prove the trenoua possibiltiea for linen
and the great potential for a linen industry in the State
Of Oregon.

(Sample 3).

Upholstery Fabric

Sain.ple 3
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Rug

amp1
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3
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Drapery Fabric

Sample 3

10].
N

The Oregon Worsted Coany in Portland, Oregon,
under its assistant manager, WillIam Bishop, saw the
possibilities of oozthining linen with woo]. in developing

a fabric containing the desirable qualities of both
fibers, John It. Budelman of Los Angeles, formerly of
Oregon, developed a fabric

ARIL

, of 75 per cent wool and

25 per cent linen tor the Oregon Worsted Comany
of this wool and linen fabric was derived from the
of the two counties in wlitoh both fibers were grown, Marion
and LInn Counties of the Willamette Valley. (S*les 4.).
Rigid teats have been performed on the fabric in the

testing laboratories of the School of Rome Economies
Department of Oregon State College under the supervision
of Miss Dorothy Gatton. The results showed the fabric

to be well adapted to casual wear' in men's end women's
clothing, attractive, porous for contort, durable, and
colorfast to sunlight and perspiration. The linen provided eye appeal and durability; the wool, wrtnk].e resistance
and drape ability. The laundering test showed no change
or shrinkage after one hour of washing with soap.
Q).
Further work on the MARILINN fabric was carried
out at the Sohool of Home Economics Department at Oregon
State College by Miss Marjorie eppaon of Hillsboro,
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MARILINN Fabric

Saniple 4
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Oregon, who tailored a suit dress or the fabric under the
supervision or Miss Ruth Mosar. These qualiticat ions were
noted by Miss Jeppeon and Miss Moser. The fabric shrank

sufficiently for easing in tailoring; It did not stretch
noticeably, and it was wrinkle resistant. The fabric
ravel8d extensively, Which made it necessary to edge
stitch and overcast the seam edges. MARILINN required

little final pressing in the tailoring process. It had a
neat appearance. Both Miss Jeppson and others reported

that the fabric was excellent for traveling, as it packed
well and showed few wrinkles following packing and wearing.
Dampness affected the seam appearance, but a slight pressing removed the effects. The fabric provided warmth
without weight and resistance to soiling. A picture of
Miss .Teppson and her suit dress are found in Eig. 7.

This possibility for the use or Oregon linen ended

the results of a lawsuit. William Bishop sold his
erlments with wool and linen to a oomany in California.
The company produced the MARILINN fabrics until a dirty
dye vat changed the color of an order. The order was
tilled with the fabric dyed in the dirty vat, and a lawsuit resulted, ending the manufacturing of MARILINN.
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Fig. 7

Mi3S Jeppeson Wearing Suit
Tailored by Her of MARILINN
1951
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reon Custom Wøavors

The Oregon Custom Weavers, organized by Jesse B.
Harmond to produce and maxket Oregon linen home turnish

jugs fabrics, came into being in 1952. Joan Patterson
was the designer for the firm and the linen yarns were
produced by the Oregon Flax Textile Coiany of Salem, The
weaving of the fabrics was done on the looms of the Oregon
Worsted Company of Portland, Oregon. The linen fabrics
were marketed locally and in the Best,
Through the publicity gained by Miss Patterson
fabrics shown at the Silkar Studios in Rew York in 195
fabrics were sold through that exclusive shop and the Jack
Valentine outlet. These two market places demanded the
finest in design and tabrio and gave the producers their
greatest markup but offered a limited quantity market
place. This made it necessary to produce a less expansive
fabric that could be sold at e lower price in the hopes of
a larger volume of business. Since linen as an upholstery
and drapery fabric was a new item to the average homemaker
of Oregon, educational salesmanship would have been
valuable. A large order of 100,000 yards per car model
was in the process of being placed by Chrysler Corporation
but was not culminated for a number of reasons, among
them a lack of financial rating of the Oregon Custom
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is, and the lower price of linen fiber instigated by
the eastern price control center. Since Oregon was unable
to control the price of fiber within her industry operations on a high-priced fiber wlten a low-priced, imported
fiber would allow an eastern manufacturer to undersell the
Oregon fabric, manufacturing was impossible. Heavy
financial losses resulted and the d8signLng and manufacturing of Oregon linen for borne furnishing fabrics ceased.
Rowever, Oregon Custom Weavers continues to sell previously
manufactured fabrics and weaving yarns at the residence of
Mr. Jesse Harmond, at Russell's Department Store in Eugene
and at the Ceramic Studio in Portland. The yarns used
are manufactured by the Oregon Flax Spinning Company at

Canby, Oregon, the state's one and only spinning mill for
flax fiber. Samples of some of the fabrics produced by
the Oregon Custom Weavers are shown in Sample 5 through

U. Sample 5 shows a table linen fabric sold exclusively
by Lipman Wolf and

oany of Portland in

A tablemade of this linen fabric and
1955.

cloth and napkins w
packaged as a uni
Sale 6 shows two drapery fabric
made from Oregon flax tow, a lower-priced item. 5; le 7
illustrates one of the more costly linen upholstery
fabrics produoed using the finest of line fibers grown in
Oregon. This fabric retailed for around 2O a yard. The
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plaid fabric in Sample 8 illustrates the

eleae cuality

of good design and color harmony. Sanp1e 9 is a heavy

drapery fabric Using a variety of yarn sizes to produce

interest. It is made from Oregon's line fibernote its
eiUy, soft feel and exosilont draping quality. The
combination of cotton and linen are found in Sample 10,
producing an interesting and sttu'dy upholstery fabric
adaptable to many boms furnishing requirements because

of its neutral color. Sample 11 illustrates a less
expensive upholstery tabrio because it is woven of tow
yarns, yet has excellent weight end strength. Sample 12
is a 8anaple from the original warp employed for weaving
fabrics for the Oregon Custom Weavers which shows the

problems encountered in the first fabric. Variation in

yarn sizes, in twist and in the fact that linen has a
minimum elasticity set up tension problems on the single
roller looms that were normally used for wool yarns.

Sample 5

Sample 6
a..
II

l
_zt.

I
,

4

$a 4d

H

Sample 7
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Sample 8

Sample 9

-r

--

Sample 10
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Sample 12
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Blook House Linens., Another attempt at Oregon

linen fabric production was made by Don and. Pauline
Robinson in Portland, Oregon, in 1947., Handwoven towels,
tableolotba and drapery fubrios wez'e produced and sold
under the label of Block House LinenB., National recogni-

tion was received by the Robinsons for their desi. and
quality of handwoven towels. Their produots were carried

by big name stores in the east as well
locally.
Partial automatic machinery was installed in 1951 to increase the output of their fine linens and to reduce the
price. ("Oregonian, April 9, 1951, 4.).

Zstab11in Crease..reetstanoe. Treatn*nt of an
Oregon linen fabric with the DuPont Cheuioal Zeset S was

undertaken as a step in developing a crease-resistant

fabric for the industry through the Oregon rperint
Station, The results are showa on Saniple 3.3 Shrinkage
took place to a noticeable deee, changing the general
appearance1 flowevor, this could be oared for in th
designing or the fabric. The crease-resistant properties
sought are well established in the fabric.

Zeset S

Treated

Untreated
Sample 13
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Pibar Board. This has passed all the tests

strength, ability to withstand moisture, and can be easily
out with a saw or plane. It holds nails well and does not
warp or lose its strength when in contact with moisture
for a prolonged period. No change in its flat dinnsion
appeared after five days of soaking followed by drying.
It dId increase slightly in thickness but no more then
doss wood fiber board. It is light weight and a good
insulator, qualities which make it useful for paneling,
roof sheeting, door panels, sub-flooring and a base for
veneer and mica board in interior finishing and cabinet
work.

(26). 3: is 14 shows one of the types developed

in its partial context. This saxle is one-fourth of the
original thickness due to the difficulties of mounting in
this thesis. Other types show closer and finer abives,
shives more tightly ooreseed into a harder board,
various thicknesses of boards and other faatu.res The
development of this fiber board is considered by the flax
experts in Oregon to be a possible link that could make
a linen industry possible in the state.

Fiber Board

Sample 14
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Politics and Pressures in the Linen Industry
Some political and group pressures have been found

which this writer wishes to present in her attempt at
analyzing the linen industry of Oregon.
The following material is front a publication of
Senatorial committee bearings. The participant quoted at
these bearings is Howard 1). Saline, Managing Director of

the Flax FIber Institute of Chicago, Illinois. Saline is
considered "one of the most conservative and outstanding

scIentists and experts in the field of flax.! He is "
engineer and scientist of considerable European experience
and reputation. The Flax Fiber Institute In Chicago has

one of the world's finest libraries of technical and
scientific papers, books, and reports on the subject"
(so, p. 2622).
Throughout the report, Howard !. Saline tells of
political and synthetic manufacturers' influence Qfl
usa and development of linen and flax in the
ed States. On page 264.3, Saline states:
I possess conclusive etdsnoe in very marked
tangible forms of the genuineness and
legitimacy of our work and endeavors and on
the continued attents being exerted by those
described forces to stunt or stop each and
every effort to establish genuine, legitimate,
and realistic enterprise and industry here.
Such concerns as Riverside and Dan River
Cotton Mills; Burlington Mills Corporation;
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Wellington, Sears & Co.; William L Hopper & Sons
Co.; Geo. Wood. & Sons Co.; Taylor, Clapp & Beal
Co.; Pacific Mills; American Viscose Corporation;
Oscar Heineinan Corporation; National Hosiery
Manufacturers Co.; Ludlow Manufacturers & Sales
Co., both foreign controlled and dominated and so
forth, among a number of other concerns, have

been and still are enlisted and engaged in
illegal acts to sabotage and suppress our efforts,
Their chief weapon, like that of their partners
described here, is the smear.
AU of these forces involved in those acts
control and dominate the War Production Board
through their own e3.oyeea acting as dollara
year men, They receive the great major bulk of
war contracts often without the need of even
entering any coipetitive bids. These forces
are dictating the supply and rationing of goods
and products to accord with their own production
and demand,

During 1939 to 1941, very sucesasful tests and

trials in commercial and industrial production
were made with flax and spinning of flax fiber
yarns on cotton equipment and machinery under
our systems and my directions and instructions.
During the years 1939 to 1941, as before, Our
attempts to establish these fibers and textile
industries ran up against the s&rns stone wall
and remained futile.
2624, Saline relates his experience With John
Sons, Inc., following a request to write for a
book.

At about the same time I was engaged by John

Wiley & Sons, Inc., through the editor in chief,
of the Mathews Textile Fibers, new fifth edition,
published by them, to review, correct and revise
all the chapters on the beat fibers. I accepted
and finished this large undertaking. It was a
work of importance because, at last, the
opportunity was given to bring out the praotioal
ma well as scientific and teohnological facts
and truths relating to those subjects. The
pressure here, as well, was laid on so heavy
to prevent the publication of these chapters
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that the publishers will not now publish the

corrections and revisions made by me.
Senator Gillette: Have they notified you?
Mr. Saline: Absolutely. Those chapters are
to remain as heretofore with false material
and purposely set-up propenda influenced by
BrItish fiber and textile industrialists to
tool and mislead Americans, and thus enslave
them still further to the notion that they
cannot grow and produce such fibers and
textiles in their country either successfully
or competitively.
Several uses of linen have been developed by Howard

alms, one of them is its use in tires and as a rubber
substitute. His remarks ars found on page 2638.
I developed the possibility of producing a very
flax plant and seaweed and kelp. The National
Research Council of Ireland had tested and
tried out these materials with very satisfactory
results. The program interferred with the
British Imperial Chemicals, Ltd. It had to be

efficient latex for rubber and plastic out of the

abandoned altogether.

May I

ition in regard to that, that on rayon

going into tires, they reciuire about 1O-15 per
cent more rubber per tire. With linen that
would be reduced down another 10 per cent, In
other words, the logical fiber, even outside
of staple cotton, is linen of course, in tires,
and they would save millions of tons of rubber
with the use of such cord fabric.
And on page 2616, Saline expresses his attitude toward

the best fibers and linen in particular thus: "Faking
and fraud are still going on in flax and beu' ttb.r
textiles, espooiR)ly having to do with linen pro4uot5.

US

Other oonveraatione were recorded in his report
too nwroua to re3.ate but one last mention concerns a
discussion with obn E. Rurley, Linen Pulp Corporation
of New York, who was interested in American flax for
paper production. Saline told Hurley that be could not
expect The War Production Board to encourage
rican
production of flax because the mebsra of the board ra
inportera of flax and best fibers and therefore would not
cut their own throats br suesting American competition.

In this atatent, Saline nans the men on the board
and their companies. (80. p. 264).
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STRY IN 1959

The final dIsposal of the last cooperative processing plant at Canby, Oregon In February 9, 1956, heraided the beginning of the only flax processing plant on

the PacifIc Coast.
The processing plant of the Clackames Blax Growers
Inc. at Lone 1der was purchased by Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Stz'acban of Portland, and Charles Moe akin of Salem, both
formerly associated with the Salem Linen Mill mo.

Strachen was one 01' tbs principal stockholders of the
Salem Linen Mill and is manager of Davis Cordage Co

in Portland. MoMeekin was foreman at the Salem Linen MU.1
Straoban and Mcz4aekin purohased the spinning macbin

ery from the Salem Linen Miii when It liquidated in 1955
and the remaining part of the Ciackamas processing plant
in 1956. (72, p. 1).
The spinning machinery was set up in the forme

boiler room of the old processing plant (Pig. 8 ) and
began operations on iun 21, 1956, to produce sack
twine, fire hose yarn and linen thread from j u. orted
flax.
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orted flax arrives at Jefferson, Oregon, in
the unhackled torni and is hackled (Pig. 9 ) in the former
Santlam plant there, then brought to Canby in the sliver
form (a long continuous ribbon of riiany fibers) (FIg. 10)
which is shipped. lxi sacks and placed in barrels at the
spinning plant, These slivers are Thd directly into the
drawing frame through a series at needlepoint combs, then
through an eye loop which channels it into a loosely spun

thread oalled a roving on a spindle at the end of the
The roving or loosely spun thread then goes
through the roving frame which gives it a loose twist.
The next step takes the thread to thu p1nnar which spins
maohine.

it into a strong single thread on two different types of
spindles. One spindle has a spring in its center, giving
it flexibility. The other spindle is a bard, rigid
cardboard tube. Following this process, the spindles are
placed on a twister which combines several threads to make

the various ply desired. A merry-go-round combines
threads from a number or spindles and a longer 50 pound
ball of sack twine The twine on the spring spindle goes
for further processing and becomes colored weaving yarns
by boiling and bleaching or drying in huge vats oontaiu
ing trisodiwn phosphate, a wetting agent, soda ah and

flexible spindle allows the bath to thoroughly
soak the twine. The bath cleans, straightens and

soap

Th
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dyes (61. p. 1). Miss Barbara IcMeskin a in charge of
the dyeing.
Until the spring of 1959, only dry spinning was
done at Canby, but since that date wet spinning equipment
has been installed to produce finer weaving yarns of up
to 20/2. The spinning capacity for weaving yarns is 1100
pounds per eight-hour shirt and 2000 pounds per tght
hours of packing twine.
Both line and tow ar used, depending on the
quality of yarn being manufactured.
The following yarns and twines are now being menufeotured at Oanby, Oregon:

Weaving yarns (S1e 15)

Sack twine (Sample 16)
I'oliahed packaging twine (Sample 17)
Three-p1y9's lea (Sample 18) used for tire
hose warp
Hard twist (Sample 19) used for tire hose wet t
Three-ply ripoord (S;m*le 20) used in
sack thread
Paper twine (Sample 21) with linen oors used
in shopping bag handle
Linen sliver (Sample 22) as purchased from the

hackling plant at Jetfarsou
Roving (Sample 23), the first step in spinning
at Canby

C"
r-4
NATURA

BLEAC1

NflNTY

BLUE

JUsr
BROW N

CONI PER
GREEN
SPRtN4G
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Sample 18

Sample 20

Sample 23
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The outlet for the linen twines and yarns is primarily
the Davis Cordage Co., Portland, Oregon, whose manager,

T. A. Strachan, holds the oontrollLng interest of the
Oregon Flax 8ptnntng Co any.

Small weaving yarn orders

of an average 60 pounds per order often are directed to
the mill. Much of the twine Is sold to the Uflited
States Na

rnploynt at the miU averages 2O3O eat1oyeea per
ight-hour shift, The majority of the employees are
women who have been trained in spinning by lfr. MoMeekin.
Two shirts are employed during rush periods around

harvest seasons or following governnt rush orders
Plans are made for further development of hand
weaving yarns both in size and color. A much greater
volurne of business could be acquired In this phase of the

business if additional colors and variation in yam sizes
were available (53). The slow development In this field
oan possibly be contributed to the cautIous approach of
the o'Nnere.

The only processing being done in Oregon is at the
amette Flax Products Plant at Jefferson, Oregon, under
the direction of Charles Kinney. The Willamette flax
Production Plant was founded in 1955 by a group of Albany
business men s a means of reviving the industry. The
land and buildIngs were purchased from the stockholders of
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the former Santiam Flax Growers Association. The newly

deajed equipment for continuous processing was installed
(Pig. 11). This equipment was designed by Jease Harmond,
agricultural engineer at the United States Agricultural
xperiinent Station. Chemical retting is used, and the
flax then dried by an automatic dryer, followed by
automatic soutohing. Processing time has been reduced
from etghteen months to eight days and would have out costs
to the point where the industry oould have survived. (69).
Mich of this machinery has been misused by inexperienced
persons and the prooessing now being carried on does not
employ the full automatIc assembly line procedures set up

to save time and cost.
An average of 20,000 pounds of imported fiber is
hackled a month at the Willainette Flax Production Plant.
This is sold to the Oregon flax Spinning Company at Canby.
A small amount of the remaining 300,000 tons of flax straw
at the penitentiary is purchased and processed as operating capital permits. All of the tow Is cleaned and sold
to the Olson Rug Company of Chioago, Illinois, which will
take all that the Oregon company can furnish. (43).
Unhaokled flax fiber is purchased from urope,
primarily Belgium, at 16 cents a pound for the cheaper

Fig. 1].

New designed processing equipment
stream-lining and reducing time and cost of processing
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radee that are used In twines and 35 cents a pound for
the better grade that goes into weaving yarns. The
price of the Oregon line fiber was 36 cents a pound in
1955.
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AN 1NALYSIS OF THE OREGON LZtZN INDUSTRY

lYpon ooinletion of searching out the history of the

various coonents in the linen industry in Oregon, the
foflowing information baa been found.
The use of linen was widespread tn history and

dates back prior to man's recording of events. Linen is
considered the first fiber used by man and the strongest
natural fiber. The Egyptians advanced the culture of
linen to no small degree. flga and peasants alike have
used

t for olothing, household uses and burial raint

down through the centuries. Progress in the development of
linen as a textile fiber was retarded when man discovered
less laborsoas and more profitable methods of attaining
textile fibers. These fibers re not necessarily aierior
and hare not replaced linen's unique qualities that make
it a desirable textile tod&y...sase in handling, improved
appearance with use, coolness and durability.

In the early history of the State of Oregon, flax
was planted at the mouth of the Columbia River and in the
Wilianiette Valley to provide twine, clothing and household
linens for the early settlers of the state. A seed mill
was established in Salem in 1865, where the growing of
flax was encouraged. Recognition of the fine quality of
fiber that could be produced in Oregon caine about in 1876
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at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia. The first
spinning null was erected in Albany, Oregon9 in l77 and
produced linen twine and threads. State-wide interest
was aroused by Mrs. William P. Lord and others and resulted in State appropriation for a processing plant at
the state penitentiary in Salem, A three-fold purpose
was behind this development to utilize the agricultural
resources of the state--to provide processing facilities

for the flax, ea.loyment for the prison intes and state
leadership for a linen industry. The fiber was sent east
for spinning into twine and thread, seed was sold for
reseeding, medicinal purposes and linseed oil, and cattle
feed was manufactured from the residue.
As the growth of the state increased, the demand

for twines in agricultural areas grew in sack sewing for
grains, potatoes and other crops, The fishing industry
on the Pacific Coast provided a market for linen fIshnets and twine that made the possibility of manufacturing
in the state appear lucrative and necessary. In l92, the
first spinning took place at the Miles mill. in Salem, where
linen fishnet and sack twine were made. The second mill
was established in 1926 through community and other state

effort and capital.
Inrovement in growing and processing began

through the efforts of the State Flax Industry, the
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lhiited States Department or Agriculture Experiment Station in Corvallis and Oregon State College. Great
advancements were made through research in the agrioultur-

a). aspect of the industry until the flax raising in Oregon
can now be called a science and provide the farmers with
foo]proof methods and owledge which insures them
suooeas. Numerous publications are available through

the Eerimant Station and Oregon State College on all
phases of flax oulture. Processing has been studied by
the same methods and advanced through the efforts of the
Agricultural Engineers of the United States Depart nt of
Agriculture Experiment Station and Oregon State College
which have resulted in the development of labor-saving
methods and machinery which make processing possible.
Manufacturing developed to the degree of producing linen
twine, yarns, threads, fabric and rugs which were marketed
nationally. Additional processing plants were built and
cooperative grower organizations established with govern-

ment aid to build processing plants and to satisfy the
growers who wished to control the sale of their crops.
World War II provided a ready market and high prices for
flax and for linen products. This encouraged interest in

the linen industry, especially in the growing of flax, a
very profitable crop for the farmers of the valley. The
close or the war brought competition from European and
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Eastern aources. Politics and cc etitive fibers had bean
growing in the East. Iiorte contributed to price manipulation which struck the unprotected Oregon industry a
death blow. By 1954, all of the manufaoturing mills wz'e
closed, the cooperative plants bad been dissolved and the
State Penitentiary processing plant in Salem closed shortly after the Warden's decision. Property of the Canby
Cooperative plant was purchased and equipment or the
Salem linen mill moved to that location in 1956. This is
the only mill now on the West Coast which produces twines
and weaving yarns, but on a small scale. Three hundred
tons of Oregon flax straw remains at the penitentiary and
a small quantity at Mt. Angel. Under the direction of
Charles McKinney, the straw is slowly being purchased
and processed through the hackling stage at Zefferson,
Oregon, and then sold to the Canby spinning mill.
The following facts have been established in re
gard to a linen industry in Oregon.
1. The United States is the world's largest con-

sumar or flax fiber and its products. Proof of this

statement rests in the latest available tort figures
from the United States Customs Office in Portland, Oregon,
on July 21, 1959 ('h) which supplies data for 1957 on

imports into the United States in ter

of dollar value:
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Value in DUare

a

Rackled line fiber

TJxhack3.ed line fiber

Noils
Tow

Yarns

Threads
Twine

Fabric

Laces
Zmbroideriea
dges

zlge fringes
raide

Veiling
Handkerchiefs
Ebroidared Handkerchief a
Sheets and Pillow Oases
Towels
Napkins

Table Cloths and Napkins
Silver Roving
Hoses
Floor Covering and other

art ides

*

336,000
815,199
120,439
487,137
1,598,354
294,206
213,560

1,502,345 and over

1,195,638 approxite1y
137,225
14,171
13,347
10,372
1,331
2,081,789
2,261,086
175,203
23.1,373

1,517,093
52,000
238,000
183,000

733000
$14, 288,867 approximately

Present tariff rates on flax and its products in the
Ibited States in the year 1959 are:
Type of Flax Product

Rate

Straw

7

Tow

Hackled line fiber
Unhackled line fiber
Noils

Manufactured and ornamented
yardage
Unornaniented yardage
Napkins

Pile fabrics

per ton

1/40 per pound
3. 1/4* per pound
3/4* per' pound
1/44 per pound
50% purchase price
17% purchase price
12% purchase price
15% purchase price
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These figures show the amount of linen imported in
to the tTh.it.d States n the various forms and the amount
of protective tariff on eaob form, which gIves a picture
of the use of linen. The figures on the amounts manu

factured in the tkiited States are not available; but
through the amount of yarns imported, less bandweaving
sales, an estimate can ba made. This appears to be under

one million dollars. The possibilities for an Oregon
industry ould be partly based on these figures.
Oregon possesses the following factors in relation
to a linen induetry
$avorable soil, climate and low mineral content water
supply to produce fine quality flax fiber.
Two hundred seventy thousand acres of land adaptable

for flax culture.

Highly-developed agricultural aapeots in all areas
of growing and harvesting flax, making it a profitable and desirable farm crop.
Knowledge and experience in processing, accompanied

by aoientUio investigation, developmsnt and
mschanioal growth which enable production through
lowered processing coats.
Successful manufacturing of yarns, twines and floor
coverings. Limited but successful manufacturing of

fabrics.

6.

Research on hems furnishing fabrics In design,
color and construction that could result in the
finest of fabrics manufactured anywhere.
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In this writer's opinion, an industry could grow
in the Willamotte Valley of Oregon with these aids:
1. CapItal and vision to develop an industry by setting
up modern, efficient processing and manufacturing
plants or through slowly I* roving and expanding
existing plants that would make use of the present
wool-weaving equipment located near the linen plants.
2. Federal aid and cooperation to:
Provide security through possible subsidies
as in cotton and wool found in this country
and in all the foreign countries marketing
linen;

Protective tariffs.
3. National education and promotion of linen as efflsloyed

by the other fiber interests in the United States.

Problems in the linen industry are not unique with
Oregon; all the western uropean countries are feeling a
declIne in linen consuntion due to high operating costs
and the need to study the problecas or the industry and
take actIon to overcome then. A greater need is felt by
the western ux'opean countries because of their economy
which allows Oregon to profit from he steps the western
European countries are exciploythg to sustain an Industry

necessary to their eistenoe.
A number of articles have appeared within the last
several years in the trade publication "Linens and
Domestics" (7) pertaining to and describing the problems
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of the linen industry primarily in Ireland and Belgium.
from these articles, tt has been learned that Ireland
and Belgium have undertaken to increase production
through increased marketing (56, p. 4.8). Marketing baa

fallen off greatly, especially in the United States and
Swnmer schools and 8ales educational classes
have been and will be conducted in both countries under
Canada.

the direction of the Linen Guild, an organization that
establishes policies for the industry and "presents a
solid front against any outside challenge (5?, p. 50).
This organization is now on an all-out drive for markets,
inrovenient in efficiency of production and selling,
Belgium is on a borne furnishing sales promotion in
hopes of finding new markets for their linen.
In a country noted for its supersalsamen, success
seems as possible for developing a market and a linen

industry as in any other commodity necessary to man's
existence. duoation seems necessary in order for a
market to be created and linen re..establiabed in the

textile world. Pressures are great for its annihilation.
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CONCLUSIOI

The State of Oregon possesses favorable soil and
climate for fiber flax culture, Adequate acreage is
available. The history of flax culture arid the produc.tion of linen products date back to the settlement of the
State by the pioneers who brought fiber flax seed to
Oregon from their native states. Flax, grown, processed
and woven by hand, provided clothing and household

linens in Oregon in that early period of the state's
history.
Based on the tine quality of the fiber flax grown
in the Willamette Valley of Oregon, a state industry
developed and manufacturing of linen products, primarily
twine and thread grew to a considerable size during and
immediately following World War II.

The industry needed a great deal of research and
mechanization in order to grow and exist. This was
undertaken by the United States Department of Agriculture
and the Oregon State 1xperiment Station at Corvallis,
Oregon.

Much progress and knowledge on flax culture

and processing of the flax straw to obtain the fiber
has resulted. The experts in this phase of the industry
feel that Oregon can profitably produce linen fibers
for manufacturing of linen products. Research on fabric
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production had just started when the ind.uatry olosed in

l953.
The closing of the industry can be said to result
from pressures originating on the East Coast in the form
of price cutting and other competitive methods that the
young and weak Oregon industry could not withstand.

A market for linen products does exist but needs
development through education and salesmanshIp to overcome misconceptions and to establish a recognition of
the value of linen products. Facts established through

testing end other research methods of fibers and fabrics
can be of much value in determining their choice for a
specifIc use. This writer feels that under such a
scientIfic approach, flax can regain its place in the
fiber market and the State of Oregon holds a potential
for a recognized linen industry.
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